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the Voluntoyintegration and Year-Round Schools (YRS) programs for the
Lds AngekesUnified School District (LAND). The report is intended to meet the

PROLOGt.JE

This report hos been prepared as part of a' two-year t to evaluate

t

4

requirement imposed bythe Court Order of September, 1981. Specifically, the
Superior,;Court ordered the Los Angeles Unified School District to provide by
July t5, 1983 "....a full report of tfie measures taken and achieved under its
vo(urpary integration plan." In responie to this mandate, our studies hove
focused on both elements. With respect to "measures taken" we have considered
the implementation of programs-as welt as the actions taken by fttie LAUSD in
response to earlier findings of the-Evaluation' Plaiviing Team (EFT). 4We base our
judgments an the "'results achieved" on the District's progress in ameliorating
the harms of racial isolation as referenced in the original Crawford report.
Our, judgmetts of the District's efier'on.bothlimplernenting measures and

1

achieving results are )used ion multiple data sources. Quantitative and
interpretive data from.,earlier reports and..from the current year's studies are
of course, itnportant inputs. In addition, 'these data the complemente d by our
own interviews, discussions', and professional judgments based on three years of
excmihing the Voluntbry Integration and Year-Round Schools programs.

The Evdluation Planing Team members were originally invited to participate
in the `LAUSD evaluation efforts under the mandatory desegregation plan. T1-1.,

relationship of the Team to the District has been complex. The identification
of issued. has been shared by the Team and LAUSD. The development a'nd design of
specific,evaluation questions, methodology, and instruments have been
prerogatives of the'E'valuatioptPlan)ting Team, in consultation with District
personnel. Data collection/hasibeen conducted using LAUSD personnel and I

.
personnel' of neighb rin - universities, as well as the Team members. The

analyses, interpret s, and recommendations for .this report, as. our earlier
reports,, represent (the work of the'Tearg members: Throughout, we have worked
within the constraints of resources, time, per.sonnel, and information baies.

. A
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in our work1 wk.have became especially aware of the importance,
context in the analysis and interpretation of findings, particularly so'
because our process has extended over a number of years, and we have found,

that assumptions, points-of-view, and facts changeover time.
Let us consider the context in three parts: I) the nature of the greater,

Los Angeles Area served by the LAUSD, 2) the changes i,n LAUSD, and 3) thk eVect

of State and Federal policy chiages on the' operations of LAUSD,

The Comoter Los Angeles Area. The area serviced by LAUSD is a clear, factor

in any District study. Its boundaries include 464 square miles, within which

could be placed the combined areas of all of Boston( Cleveland, Denver;

Manhattan, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Providence,' and.Washington, D.C. The
.4District serves all of the city of Los Angeles, seven other incorporated chies,

and portions of IS other municipalities. The city of Los Angeles is more than

SO miles across at its widest point, split by the Santa Monita Mountains. The

San Fernando Valley alone, with an area of 235 square miles and a-population of

1.5 million, is second only in size to Los Angeles in California and seventh in

population in the. country.
Demographically, the Los Atrgeles area is enormously diverse. Seventy

language groups (requiring bilingual attention) are represented in the District.

The majority of students in the Distri0 come from Spanish. speaking

environment, many from families of Mexican descent. There are, as well,

substantial numbers from other Latin American countries and a small but growing

population from Asia. The demographic changes in the,area have been dramatic in

the lost decade and hove strongly influenced the District's edikcational efforts.

Thee size of the Los Angeles region, in part, has erected sets at intact

communities, many with the appearance of insularity. Rather thc;i1 a single city

with a ring of suburban areas, Los Angeles is more like a confederation of

communities. Newer immigrants tend to settle in older parts of the city near

families of similar backgrotinds, although the San Fernando Valley has

substantial new immigration as wdll. housin patterns have

deyeloped based on the initial location of immigrants and the dominance of

Anglo,population in the Spn Fernando Valley..Although orfe would expect

residential distinctions .to ce over tin*, the high property values in the



area with-other factors have mitigated against substantial population shifts, and
natural integration of racial. and ethnic groups. These population patterns
result in school areas in some parts of the District that are overcrowded while
others are underpopulated.

Context of LAUSD. Because the scope of effort and public concern is
normally broad, we will consideronly fevtontextual factors (listed below)
which have impact on the processes_of the Voluntary Integration and Year-Round
Schools programs and the Diitrict.

. The leadership in LAU'S° 003 changed during this period, permitting the
new Superintendent to define his own program goals, activities, and
relationships with the LAUSD Board of Education, staff, and with other
constituencies.

a%

)Th:stool's have exper'ienced some of the some financial
constraints felt by' other public sectors since the tax
reform efforts, culminating with Proposition 13. Thus,
the District has been required to notjfy substantial
numbers of teachers that they might not be rehired because
of fiscal limitations.

Paracioxicaay, almost throughout, a teacher shortage has
exi*ted in mathimatics and *cience.

. The racial distribuitiorj of the. District in 1982-83
included about equal proportions of .Black and Anglo
students (224 each), about 8% Asian, and approximately
49% Hispanic students. More than 544,00p students (1982-83
figures), are taught by teachers in 826 schools.

State and Federal Context. Education has been topical throughout
few years with attention given to funding bases, student academtc performance,
educational equity and educational quality as'central issues.. Policy.changes
available funds for catiegoriqol programs reduced the amount of federal support
to LAUSD in 1982-83. The Serfano suit deliberations have resulted'in the use of

the lost

-3- p.
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"per pupil costs" as a proxy measure of educational quality. The decision has

also increased the State's interests in influencing local school districts.

California's 1982 election sharrpened the issues related to the role of- State

leadership in education, and focused attention on performance and academic

preparation.
Nationally, the question of educational quality has also been raised byjhe

Federal( Commission on Educational ExcellenCe and by other national report -

assessing the quality of schooling. The concern for educational-quality has

been directed mainly at student performance shown, for instance, by tightening

requirements for admission to California universities and by 'systems of

statewide assessment and proficiency testing. In California, as in some other

states, the educational quality issue has been extended to teachers through the

administration of skill tests for teachers in areas termed "basic" literacy.
Further reports in national media have raised questions about the quality of

people entering the teaching profession. There has been less rhetoric and

attention, both state-wide and nationally to the issue_ oreducational equity or

the specific concern about the education of minority students. The joint

concerns of student and teacher performance have led to some positive.movement

in increasing: I) the expectations for students, 2) the meaning of grades, and

3) the basic skill requirementi at the local level. it is against the general

context of these social 'facts and orientations that this report is presented.

7
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Chapter I .

Introduction .

The Voluntary- Integration Planning 7tearn in collaboration with' the
Research and Evaluation Diarich of thy Los 'Angeles Unified. School District has
been conducting an ongoing evaluation' of Voluntary. Integration programs in the
District since the 1980,431: 'school year. :This dOcwnent 'presents the 1982-83
results of the investigation for the Permits With Transportation (PWT) and
Continued Voluntary Permits (CVP) Programs. Separate reports were prepared
covering the-Magnet and Year-Round Schools programs operating in the District
during 1982-83, The primary purpose of: this report is to provide information
to the District on the methods used in implementing the PWT and CVP programs
as well as the progress achieved in reducing the harms of ,acial isolation as
specified in the Crawford case.

Or 'ration of the Report ..
The Prologue preceding this section pirovides a genefal discussion of the .-

context in which the evaluation was conducted_An Evaluation'Summdry.of this
report :t is presented in the Los Angeles Unified School District Research bnd

r.
Evaluation Publication 436. The reader is encouraged to review' the Prologue
and the. Evaluation Summary prior to reading this report. The report is
organi?ed into three chapters: Chapter 1 provides '9 general introduction and
a brief history of the PWT and CVP programs; Chapter II describes the
methodology used in conducting the study. A review of the purposes and issues

. which provided the focus for the investigation 'is followed by a description of
the s4pling, instrumentation, and data collection strategies. Chapter III
contains the findings of the study. The results are organized and presented
in accordance with the evaluation issues outline contained in Chapter II. The
study design plan, Aupplementai tables, and data collection instruments are

.

contained in the Appendix to this report.

lhe PWT Program
The Permits With Transportation prcigram, commonly referred to as PWT, can

be traced back to 1968 when the District first provided transportation I°
achieve voluntary 'Integration. This first effort, then called the Voluntary

O n.

.
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Transportation progebm, began with 550 students. In 1972 The PerMits Witt
Transportation program was created through the merger of 'the Voluntary-
Transportation program anda program developed to provide transportation for
students displaced from schools not considered earthqualce-safe.

According to published information on the program, the purpose of OWT is,
to provide opportunities for students 'to share multicultdral and educational."
experiences in CIT1 integrated setting. While there are no special, requirements
for acceptance into PWT, studerits must reside-in tile. Los Angeles Unified
School District, be in grades 1-12, and complete an agiplication during

'the spring preceding the school year: Continuing students do not have to
reapply'. Students are assigned ti designated mceiving schools accord'

.

Court directives and District guidelines; and school selectiOns are deter
by the"PWT program.

Since the .PWT program does not offer a specialized course of study, all
ISWT students are enrolled in the regular school program and may participate in
any special programs" (academic or extracurricular) offered at the receiving
school, including athletics, 'band, drill team, drama;, clubs, honors' courses,

.student government, etc. There are no program .or transportapon cost; for PWT
students or their parents to participate in school/community activities. In

just q decode, the PWT program has grOwn from 3000 students in 1972-73 to
approxiniate4y*21,000 students in 1982-83 who attend 137 desigLted receiving
schools.

Table I-1 shows the PWT enrollment in receiving schools during the
1982-83 school rear, by grade level and ethnicity. Overall, about ninety-nine
percent of program participants are Hispanic, Mack, tiksion or Other nonAngloi
Nearly two-Thirds of all,students 'participating in the program are Black,
while Hispanic students make up one-fourth of the Prograrri enrollment. The
,pattern-varies considerably by grade level. For example, Black students
comprise nearly seventy-five percent of the high school population and less
Than fifty petcent of the. elementary school enrollment. Bz contrast, Hispanic
students represent forty-five percent of the elementary schivol enrollment and
only sixteen percent at the high .school Approximately four-fifths of,

Athe 'PWT students are enrolled in secondary schools (grades 7 -12) the
remaining one-fifth are enrolled in the elementary grades (K-4').

(\)t
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Table 1-1
PWT Enrolbront bi PWT kfficeiving Schools: 19I1Z-83

Grath: Level
No. of
Schools

American
I, Indian. Asia, . Mack Hispanic White

Elementary 88 1.3% 5.2% 46.2% 44.9% . 2.3%
(59) (241) (2123) (2064)' 006)

Junior High 29 .5 10.4 64.6 23.5 1.0
(44) (909) (5646) (2056) (88)

.. -
Senior High .. 20 .4 8.4 74.3 16.2

(33) (619) (5460) (1189) (49) '

Total 137 .7% 8.6% 64.0% 25.7% 'la%
(136) (1769) (13229) (5309) 1 (243)

Total

(4593)

1(8743)

(7350)

.

'(20686)
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Continued integrotkon Propene
Continued Integration programs (C1P) were among the voluntary integration

efforts the District included in its plan for desegregation sulrnitted to the
Court in June, 1981, following the conolusion of the mandatory desegregation
prograM. Under the mandatory plan some schools were joined in pairs and

clusters to achieve tesegregation. The CIP provided opportunities for
,students wtio attended a: paired or clustered school in 1980-81 under th'e

mandatory plan to continue to participate in an integrated experience on a
voluntary basis by: I) continuing to attend.a school with which their
resident school was paired or clustered (Continued Voluntary Permits or CVP);

2) participating in inter-school projects with pupils from formerly paired or

clustered schools (inter-school learning activities or ISLA); and 3)
participating in planned inter-school activities focusing on enhancing
leOdership skills-(Student Leadership Exchange or SLE).

in 1982-83 Continued Voluntary Permits' (CVP) was the only segment of the

Continued Integration programs (CIP) available to students. . The CVP differs
from PWT in that participating students attend 'receiving schools wt ich were

previously paired or clustered with their resident schools. During the

1982-83 school year, over 2,800 students were attending 75 schools under the

CVP program. Table 141 summarizes' the enrollment in CVP by grade level and

racial /ethnic background of students. As in the PWT program, nearly all
1

(ninety-five percent) CVP students are predominantly Hispanic, Black, Asian or

Other no-n-Anglo (PI AO). Hispanic (45%) and Black students (41%) are about
evenly represented overall; however, their repres.entdtiob varies greatly by

level. Hispanic students make up.neprly fifty percent of the elementary
school enrollment and only one-quarter at the junior high level. 13y contrast,

sixty percent of the junior high school enrollment is Black asiared to
only thirty-nine percent at the elementary schgol level. Nearly ninety

percent of the CVP enrollment is in grades K-6 since most Pairs and -clusters.

in. the mandatory plan were e elementary schools; -and no high schools were

included in this aspect of the program.
Chapter II describes the methodology employed in collecting, analyzing

and repating the.data used in this study, while Chapter III is devoted tb a
-

presentation of the findings.

0

itso.l. 4
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Table I-2
CVP Student (immanent: 1982-83

Made Level
Ns. of
Schools

Aseariceri
Indian Asian

Elementary 70 1.2%
(30)

7.1%
(179)

Junior High 5 .6 11.5
4 (2) (36)

Senior High 0 0

Total
.

5
,

1.1% . 7.6%
(32) (215)

-1

Black Hispanic White Total

38.6% ,47.5% 5.7%
. 016) (1201) (143) (2529:

. *

61.7. 25.9 .3
(193) (81) (1)

0 0 0

.

0

.
7 41.1% '45.1% 5.1%

(1169) (1282) (144) (2842)



Chapter
MethedekNy

This .cluIpter deicribes themethodelogy used in conducting the evalucition
of the Permits With. Transportotion (PWT) and Continued Voiuttary Permits (CVP).
progrOms. Included ore e review of the porposes and issues which prbvided the
focus for this Nquiry and'a description of the sampling,.instrumentation,

'.data collection, and 'analysis strategies.

. 1 Pkwpeses and blues'

A bi-ief history of ,the PWT and CVP programs was presented in Chapter I
of this report. While these programs are technically separate enterprises

11%

under the District's voluntary'integrotion effort due to their historical
evolutions, they are Virtually identical in program purpose and implementation

hanism. The primary purpose of each is to provide a mechanism for students
are multicultural and educational experiences in an integrated setting.

The principal mechanism for achieving this purpose is° to provide .free bus
transportation for students to attend selected integrated receiving schools. .

4
receiving school a student may attend -- CVP, determined by a priCtirl4iir or

The principal difference between PWT and CVP -is the method for determining the'

cluster and PWT determined, by the PWT staff.
'Based on similarities betweeh the two programs, the Evaluation Planning

Team in conjunction with District staff decided to review these two programs fr

together. The primary purpose\of this review is to provide information to the
District oh the methods used in irtiftlementing the programs as well as
information on the progress achieved in reducing the harms of racial
isolation.

Table II-I presents the critical evaluation issues addressed, ih this eig.

report. These issues were derived from discussions with District personnel, a
review of preliminary findings contained in prev ious evaluation reports and
studies of PWT and CVP, an examination of published program literature, and
diLection from the Court. Since, the Disttict, in general, and these programs,.
in particular, had Undergone many changes over the pcist several years, the
District Gros especially interested in information which would help them

e improve the programs. Thus, "process" information received plimelry attention,
in the evaluation.



Oreliminary findings contained in the 19%).431 and 1981-92 reportt
provided the framework for focusing the study on critical areas of

interest, such as: mechanisms for explaining program options to students

Fond parents; post-secondary plans and opportunities for PVT students, and Y,
r

counseling and advising of PWT students.
A review df program literature and discussions with progiam

adminfttrators were particularly helpful in clarifying the principal program

purposes and mechanisms. Finally, the Court provided direction in identifying

the haims of racial isolation to be used as a framework for measuring

')istrict progress. The four areoi, examined were academic achievement;

attitudes of students and school personnel; Post-secondary opportunities for

students; and social interactions among students from different racial/ethnic

hackgrou-nds.

[he proceis evaluation focused on three major categories: I) progrbm

......mechanisms; 2) desegregation/integration policies and practices; and 3) school

practices. In the first category, we examined changes in District policies

and procedures for presenting programmatic offeringi to parents and students,

and the effects of these procedures4as reflected in the choracteristirs of

Pa'rticipating students and schools. Under the desegregation/hitegrOtion

'category, we were concerned with District and school policies and procedures

which contribute to or* inhibit meaningful interracial interactions both inside

and outside the classroom setting. The importance_of staff perceptions,

attitudes and actions taken .to address ongoing concerns'were especially

for further inquiry. Finally, in category thr4e, we were concerned

context within which the programs operate. fiegular school practices

o efforts token to Incorporate students frit% the regular school

targeted
..vi.th the

referre
Progra _and to acconirnodate the special needs of program participants.

The.outcome issues correspond to the,faroseharms identified in the

Crawford case. 'Ye examined the degree of Progress-made in reducing each of

these harms for participating students. Pot-secondary plans and

onportunities were given special attention during investigation.

. The evaluation jssues provided the conceptual framework for the design

of tht; evnluatinn methodology. Rretiminary plans for samnling,

instrumentation, data collection, and data analysis methods and procedures

Were guided by these issues os were'.the refinements and final adopted

strategies.



Table
-190243 EltMotion Issue's- PWT and CVP

Eviikoistion issues ,

A. Pricess Evaluation

I. Mechanisms
a. lithot changes have been mode in

mechanisms for explaining program
options to parents, and students ,
during 1982-83? X X

c\ b. What are the. characteristics of
.1students chosen to participate? X X

c. Do program mechanisms result in
students being entolled in
desegregated schools? . X

2. Integration/Desegregation
a. How cio policies anclprocedures inhibit

or corStribute to in.egration?
1. administration
2. classroom
3. extracurricular ,

b. What types of services are delivered
qs part of the program?

c. *at are the perceptions and attitudes.
of hool personnel toward the program?

d. What additional arrangements have been
undertaken during 1982 -83. to address
particular areas of concern?

3. School Program
a. What efforts are made to encourage the

incorporation of transfer students into
the regular school program?

b.. What actions ore taken to accommodate
the needs of program participants?

B. Outcome Evaluation

X

I. What progress appears to have been mode in
reducirhe harms set forth by the Court in
the Crawford decision"?
a. Achievement X
b. Attitudes X
c. Post-secondary opportunities X
d. Social interaction X

X

X

X

(11



Sampling

(

PWT program. The evaluation of the PWT program, focused on "receiving

schools", that is, schoeils to which PW:titudents were bussed. -.01,1482-83 over

itwenty thousand PWT students were attending 137 different 'PWT,ifeceiving

schools .

of major

senior high schools, 29 junior high schools, and 88 e.lemertiary

Becau*se feeder patteins` between, schools of various gradeile4els were

interest in re study, a sampling approach was adopted which allowed

the Team to study thl transition of PWT and non-PWT students as they

progressed through the normal receiving school feeder patterns.

Implementation of this linked sampling strategy began with a stratified

,random sampling of senior high schools. In order to insure variation in the

proportion of receiving school's that were PWT and the racial composition of

PWT students, As percentage of studentsin the school that were PWT and the."

pereentage of PWT students who were Black were used as stratihcation

dimensions. Eleven senior high schools were selected into the sample using

thii approach.
Then, foi'those senior high schools selected into, sample, &sample of

their feeder junior high schools was drawri. Firiblly, for thole junior high

schools selected, a sample of their feeder elementary schools was chosen.

Feeder junior high and elementary schools were required to be PWT receiving

schools to be included in the sample. The probability of a feeder school

being selected was proportional to the percentage of its students being sent

on to a sampled school at the Next grade level. For example, an elementary

school's pr6bobility of being selected was based on the percentage of its

. students which would be sent on to 'junior higfi schools selected into the PWT

sarriple. This approach insured that the sampled schools had sizeable numbers

of students from their feeder schools sampled at the lower grade levels. It

also provided considerable variations along the stratification dimensions used

for the senior high school sample within the sampled junior high and

elementary schools. Eleven- senior high,' IS junior high, and 18 elementary

schools, were included in the sample for the 1981-82 study. Prior to the

;tart of the 1982-83 study, three of the selectetgelernentary schools were

clpsed hy. the District due to underenroilment. This decreased the 1982-83

elementary school sample to IS and the total sample to 41 schools. Table 11-2

presents the senior high phool PWT sampling matrix. Junior high and

elementary schools,were selected along the same dimensions.
t

V



Sampling Matrix far ,
PWT

Parcant of \RocaWing
School Enrollment that

PWT
Percent of PWT Enrollment
Mb or nom Black

Parcant,of PWT tonrolhasnt Am:ant of Fla taro
a% or wore 'WO ionic and 20'h or more Asian
loss than MS @hick - lass than TM hawk

Part;ant Pb. Schools Pb. -Schools Somple Pb. Schools
siZare.lis

Pb. Schools Ma

Pb. Schools

0-10 4 4 2

11-20 . 11 9 2 2 2

21 -30 4 2 IS 2 1 1 1

31-40 1 1 1

Total 20 .16 ,7 3 f
I

17

r

w

17-



Teachers and school staffs within selected PWT receiving schooli wge
drawn using a stratified randam'sompling approach. The stratification
dimensions for teachers were grade 'level and:academic subject matter. Becatse

of the interest' in all levelstof the educational process, pivotal grades
(5,6,8, and 12) were selectdto represent the entire spectrum.. Employing
the same sampling strategy as in 1981-82, English teachers and physical

-education or other non-academic-subjecf teachers comprised the teacher`somple
at the secondary level.

CO-Program. The treatment of the schools iAvolved in the formerly
designated Continued integration prewar:is (CIP) largely paralleled that
employed for theso ther Voluntary Integration prugrams. A sampre of 23 schools
was selected for partic'ipation in the 1981782 surveyi study and a sample of six
schools, for participation in the observational stu4,. Selection of these
schools was performed through strafifieci random angling sing three
stratification dimensions: grade levels (elementar d junior high schools),
participation in the PWT program, and a .measure of program intensity. The
latter factor was regarded as particularly important, since services,
especially those low inentensity, would be difficult to accurately gauge and
investigate. in order to use the available resources to the best advantage,
the Team decided to restrict the abservaltional sample to "high" intensity
soblati<Measurement of intensity level was based on the number of student
participants, with "high" intensity programs having at leastfifty
participants in the CVP programs, "medium" intensity having 30 to 49
participants, and "low" intensity having less than thirty. participants. All
elementary that participated in both PWT and CVP were excluded from
this sample so that potential confounding of the two programs would be
eliminated. A random sample of six elementary schools from each intensity
category (see Table 11-3) was selected for study. All five participating
junior high schools were included in The 198142 studs. Three of the selected
junior high schools and three elementary schools were's dropped from the 1982-83
study due to tow CVP student enrollment, resulting in a sample of 17 schools.

V..



Table 0-3
CVP Elementary School Semple

4

t,4

J

Nonber of CVP`Participants CVP Schools

Less than 30

30-49

Greater than 50
1

11

11

7

Combined CVP Schools
CVP Schools in Sample (Excluded from Sample )r

3

V

30

4

4'

20

4.

a, : ,, f ne, a 11..
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instrtimeMlotir .

Table 11-4 presents the instrumentation specifications for the PWT and MVP
pogroms. Thesespecificatiops reflbct the modificcrfr&ls in4valuation issues

1previOusly discussed in this chapter.
The instruments' used for data collection in 1982-83 were modified to

satisfy the specificationi shown in Table 11-4. These instruments include:
a $

Abstracts:,
\ - Application Data _

- -Enrollment Data
Site Administrator Questionnaire"
Teacher Questionnaire

_College Advisor -Questionnaire
Student Post-Secondary Expectations Questionnaire
Student Interaction Observation Form
'Published theasures for students:

- Comprehensive Tests of ticisic Skills (CTBS)
- Surrey of Essential Skills (SES)- District Competency Tests
- School Attitude Measure (SAM)

I

The abstracts provided information on the profiles of students
participating in' PWT or CVP as well as` the racial/ethnic composition of-PWT or
CVP receiving schools. Administrator, teacher, and college advisor
questionnaires yielded information on policies and procedures rglated to
school integration/desegregation, program services, perceptions and attitudes.
of school personnel toward the programs, and actions undertaken during the
year to address particular areas of concern or to accommodate the specia needs
of program participants.

The, Stiadent Post-Secondary Expectations Questionnaire was used to assess

students' post-secondary plans and opportunities. The Student Interaction
Observation Form measured the quantity and quality of. students' integrated
interactions outside the classroom setting. The District administered tests
(Comprehens/ive Tests of Basic Skills, Survey of Essential Skills, and District
competency tests) were used to measure student academic achievement and the
School Attitude Measure (SAM) was used to assess students' attitudes toward
school.

-17-
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- Table 11-4
bstnenentatien Specifications: PWT

Evahiet lin issues Addressed
4

-Variables Data 5senve

A. PPoeeu Evaluation
f

1. Mechanisms

a. What changes have been made
in mechanisms for explaining
program options tot parents
and students during 1982-83?

b., What are the characteristics
of students chosen to
participate?

c. Do program mechanisms
result in stVents
enrolleOn segregated
schools?

2. Integration/Desegregation
*OP

a. How do policies and
procedures inhibit or
contribute to integration?

b. What types of services are
delivered as part of the
program?

What- are the perceptions
and attitudes of school
personnel toward the
program? .

Content and media
of program infor-
mation dissemination

Race/ethnicity
Sex
Grade level

Race/ethnicity
Sex
Grade level

1

.

Administrative
policies/procedures

Classroom practices
Extra - classroom
practices

Nature of services
intensity
Duration

Attitudes toward
program

t

District DocuMents
Questionnaire-

)

Abstract

Abstract

Questionnaire

1

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

District' ands
;school admin-
istrators

District
documents

District
'documents

Site administra-
tors

Teachers

Site administra-
tors

Teacher's

e Site administra-
tors

Teachers

23
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1

Evalupti(e_

IPA . 1.
Table 11.4141Vsphiu.d)

Instrumentation titans

Variables

d. What additional arrangements
have been undertaken during
1982-83 to address particular
areas of concern?

3. School Program

a. What efforts are made to
encourage incorporation of.
transfer students into the
regular pchool program.

b: What actions ere taken'to
accommodate the needs of
propram participants?

B. OultoemoEvoluetkm

1. What progress appears to have
been made in reducing the harms
set forth in the Crawford
decision?

4100 41.

. Attitudes

sc. Past- secondary
opportunities

d. Soctal behavior of
students toward oche
ethnic poops

10 RI OW 01011..0111n

Areas of concern
Action undertaken

Administrative
policies/procedures

Cifilstoom practices

Administrative
policies /procedures

Classroom practices

Basic skills k.....

(reading and meth)
,

Student attitudes

siAcadem prepapation
Post -5 onderr
eligibility

iPost-secondary
expectation

Student inter-group
relations

at

tiuest long/lire

Question/fair

Questiomaire

IP

SES, CTBS

SAM

,,Competency tests
Questionnaire

Qi/eStionnaire

Observation form

Date Source

Site acninistri-:
tors

'Teachers

Site administra-
tors

Teachers

Site administra-
tors

Teachers

44444 a .4. 1,11 f

Students

Students

iltudblits
Students

Students

Schools 26



Data Collection r

Dotatollectioii was managed by the LAUSD iRiseach and Evaluation Branch
..r .staff. These activities were conducted from December through June, as

""1
. summarized by the schedule presented in Table 11-5.

included:

Analysis

Briefly, these tasks

completion of abstract forms;

. stakt-up tasks involving notification of the sample and
preparation for data collection;

. distribution, collection, and quality control of site
Administrator, Teacher, and college Advisor questionnaires;

. completion of observations at each sub-sample school for each .

specified setting on two sepakate days;

diitribution, training, collection, and quality control of
School Attitude Measure testing, and Student Post-Secondary
Expectation questionnaire;

. collection of school-level (by grade) dries of CTBS and SES
scores and competency test results.

t

The nature of the ati,nalysilts was largely descriptive with a heavy reliance
on frequencies, cross-tabulations, and measures of central tendency and
dispersion. Measures of association such as correlation were used to help
identify factors'related to program success. Where appropriate, comparisons
employing techniques such as t-tests or analysis of variance were used.

In the reporting of the xesults, every effort was made to provide concise
and readily understandable statements of the findings. Charts, graphs, and
other figures needed to convey the analytic results, were used as appropriate.

e



Tobis 1144
. 1911243 Date Coltectlers Schedule for

PWrilropromp

_ Ted it jOVII*

Comp abstracts of
arc mat data

Prepare introductory
letters ,to region
superintendents

Order SAM materials

41.

Prepare mailing. labels
and other aricillemy data
collection materials

fte..ft
Fib. Match ADO kv#

DeC.- Jan, May - June

Feb,

Dec.

- Jan,

Schedule sites for
observation Jon.- Feb..

Train observers Eska,

Seildr introductory letters '
to region superintendents
and principals of
sampled schools

Distribute and collect Site
Administrator Teacher
and College Advisor,
Questionnaires

Mi

Conduct observations Morph

Administer SAM and Post-
Secondary Expectation
Ouettiorinaire,

Maintain quality control
of the administration of the
quegitionaires and SAM and
Prepare the materials far
keypunching.

Cejlect District
sumrrxwies of
achievement data

.0°

MO

28
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Chapter IN
tindings

Chapter III contains the findings...and recommendations resulting from our
review e PWT and CVP programs. The informati-on in this chapter. is
presented in four sections which correspond to the evaluation issue,
summarized in Chapter II, Table II-1. Section one considers the questions
related to changes and effects of program mechanisms. Section two repoits the
effects of school policiei and practices on student interactions as well as
efforts to incorporate participants into.the regular school program. Section
three reviews the pi-ogress m' $e in reducing the harms of racialbisolation. As
a result of the changes occurring throughout the District during the past
three years, the major focus of our analysis was. on program mechanisms dnd the
effects of .changes over time. Section four presents a summary discussion of
'the findings and recommendations.

Mechanisms

cillhat,dlanges have been made in mechanisms for onqpiaining prelyem (*thins
to parents and students during i-83?

Opportunities to. apply for PWT...osvi other Voluntary Integration programs
are provided during the spring preceding the school term. The 1981-82 interim
PWT evaluation report indicated that the primary vehicle for Informing parents
anct-students bbout the PWT program was the application, brochure. Additional
information was provided through parent meetings hosted by sending schools,
although a very srnall,percentage of parents (5%) and students (4%) reported
actually attending these information sessions. It wasalso reported that very
few PWT parents and students were aware of other optiOns* available to them
under the Voluntary Integration programs.

In .1982-83 the District developed a one page flyer and an information
brochure called ."Choices", which contained a description_of PWT and Magnet
programs, including the names, addresses and phone numbers of all continuing

4*magnet schdols and centers, application procedures and deadlines, and a single
1983-84 application fornri for the PWT or the Magnet progrornk. (See the
Appendix.) .

b . -22- 29
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The one. page flyer, in English and nish, was given to every student'in

the Districtl Overciowded and predominantly Hispanic, Black, Asian and Other
non-Anglo (PILIBAO) schdoCreceived a "Choices" brochure for each student

enrolled. All other schools received a basic allotment of 200, brochures in

English and the requested number in Spanish, to be given to students and

parerits only upon request. (This procedure was later ,revised so that a

"Choices" brochure was made available to every student.) Information meetings

for parents were not held in Spring, 1983.
The "Choices" brochure contained 18 pages, Includinp t>e_apolidation and

instructions. One page was devoted to "questions and aits4vers about PWT" while

IS pages were used to describe the various options available under the Magnet

School programs. istrict personnel 'stated that not much additional
information could ave been added about PWT. They also felt the brochure

produced many itional applications for the Magnet programs. District

personnel also reported that some parents had difficulty understanding the

single ?WI/ Magnet application, and consideration was being given to returning

to o separate application for 1984-85.
While some difficulty was noted with the single "Choices" brochure and

application, the advantage for parents and students pf having available

information about, all student integration options was viewed as desirable as

an aid to parents and students. The following suggestions are offered as an

alternative to abandoning the single brochure and for,, improving the existing

mechanism. These recommendations encompass the introducti overall

readability level, attention devoted to the Magnet. programs . PWT, and the

complexity of the application.
The questi'on and calmer format was o useful v ehicle'for presenting basic

information about the PWT program. Perhaps an introductory section setting a

context for the ograms and explaining the brochure's contents would enhance

parents' understandthg of how best to utilize the information. The section

might begin with a brief overview of the District's philosophy with respect to

student integration options, a summary desctiption of student integration

options, and include a "How to Use. this Booklet" section. 5.

r
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In order to determine the reading level of "Choices" a readability
analysis of the Englph version was conducted using'the Dale-Cha(I.and the
Flesch readability formula. The onolysis focused on page's' 2-4 in the
section titled "Questions and Answers about PWT and Magnets". These pages
contained basic- information about the programs. The analysis of the PWT
portion of the brochure rgvealed that this section was: written at about the

.01
eleventh to twelfth grade reading level. Thisimay have contributed to the
difficulty Parents had in understanding the brochure. It is recommended that
the District field test future versions of the brochure using a sample of
parents t& determine presentation clarity and the readability level of the
materials.'

The relatively small amount of space devoted to PWT in the brochure has
already been noted. Similarly, the single page flyer was ati about magnet
school choics so one is hardpresseci to determine where PWT fits in: An
unintended outcome may be that parents could interpret this as the District-0w
favoring magnet schools over PWT schools os an integration option. Infor-
mation about the character of PWT receiving school environments and

Leducational program offerings could be provided. These issues could be
pursued during the development and field testing phase of the At brochure.

In addition to the readability level, consideration should be paid to the
complexity of the single application. The multicolor approach was helpful in
distinguishing the PWT program from the Magnet program. However, parents
should be queried regarding the 'clarity of the questions and the accompanying
instructions as well as the format. With respect to question 12 on the
application for PWT, only, (see the Appendix) what does a parent do if more
than'one child in the family is attending PWT receiving school(s)?

What are the characteristics of Opdents chosen to participate?
Table 111-1 presents the composition of the PWT pfograin by racial/ethnic

groups. Of primary interest are the changesf in enrollment over time. Thus,
Table 111-1 includes enrollment data for the three-year period 1/80-83, as
well as changes in enrollment by year. The following changes are noteworthy.

I We would like to tha Dr. Alen Crawford of the California StateUniversity at Los Angeles =r conducting this analysis.
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Over the three year period, the program increased in total enrollment
by nearly 50%, from P3,812 in 1980 -81 to 20,686 in 1982-83.- The enrollment

increases varied considerably from year to year.. Nearly three-quarters of the
increase occurred between the first and the second year, when the
enrollment grew to 18,876, as compared to less than 10% growth between the

second and third year.
While each. ethnic group's enrollment increased during 1980-82, there

was significant variation among the groups. The largest increases were

registered by Hispanic (169%) and American Indian (127%) students,
respectively, followed by Asian-(86%), White (43%), and Black (24%) students.

Black students had the largest enralknent (13,229) although their
percentage of total enrollment actually declined from 77% to 64%, with

virtually rw) increase in enrollment from, 1981 -82 to 1982-83.
The proportion of Hispanrc studentsmearly doubled from only 14% in

1980 -81 to 26% in 1982-83. While most of this increase occurred in the first
year (102%) there was also a 33% increase between the second and third year,
representing nearly three-Auarters Of the total second year increase in the
program.

The increase in Asian student enrollment was relatively even over the
period covered, slightly more than 400 in each year., representing a relative

increase of 44% and 29%, respectively.. together, Hispanics (72%), and Asian

(22%) students accounted for nearly oil of the increase in the 1982-81 program

enroLlrnent. 4

The total increase in American Indian students occurred\in 1981-82,
whereas most of the increase (86%) in White students occurred ip 1982-83%

Each of these groups represents approximately one percent of the total

Program.
Table 111-2 and 111-3 show where enrollment changes occurred in the

program. The data are presented by racialleithnic group and by grade level.

These tables show enrollments at the elementary, junior high, and senior high

litvels for 1981-82 and 1982-83, respectively. Enrollment data were not

available by level for 1980-81. The tables also give the enrollment at each
level as.o percentage of the total enrollment.

1

-25--
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Table 1N-1
Composition of PWT Proqp-arn

fly Rocial/Ethnic Groups 1110-83

101041

198142

1,82-83

81-82 Increase as
% of 8041 Enroll.

0.00

136
0.01

136
0.01

126.67

950 10,660 1,972, 170 13,812
0.07 0.77 0.14 0.01 1.00

1, 370 13,192 3,991 187 18,876
0.07 0.70 0.21 0.01 1.00

. i

1,769 13,229 5,309 243 ?.0,686
0.09 0.64 0.26 0.01 1.00

44.21 23.75 102.38 10.00 36.66

82-83 Increase as
% of so-ar Enroll. 126.67 86.21 24,10 169.22 42.94 49.77

J
82-83 Increase as

% of 81-82 Enroll. 0.00 29.12 0.28 33.02 29.95 9.594

81-82 Increase at
of I Yr. Increase 1.50 8.29 50.00 39.87 0.34 100.00

82-83 Increase as
% of I Yr.. kwaroose 0.00 22.04 2.04 7(82 3.09 100.00



o Comparing overall figures, it is interesting to note that program
enrollment increased at the elementary and junior high school levels and

decreased at the senior high school level. Whereas 46% of the program

enrollment was at the senior high school level in 1981-82, only 35% of the PWT

students were in senior high school in 1982-83. On the other hand, the

percentage of elementary students increased from, 18% to 22% and junior high

school students increased from slightly lesi than 42% to slightly more than

42%, although the absolute number of junior high students rose by only '700;

e As was noted in last year's report, ethnic enrollment varies
considerably by school level. Over 86% of the Asian enrollment was in

secondary sthools and over 51% was at the junior high school level.

Similarly, nearly 82% of the Black students were enrolled in secondary

schools. However, they are evenly divided between the junior high and the

senior hijh school ievels. By contrast, American Indian (43%), White (44%),

and Hispanic (p%).groups have a much larger proportion of students enrolled

at the elementary level, although in all cases it is stilt less than.holf.

49 These enrollment trends would suggest, that as overall enrollment

continues to increase at the elementary and junior high school levels and

decreases at the senior high school 'ipvel, Hispanic and Asian students will

represent a larger proportion of the total program enrollment. Coriversefr,

this trend will reduce the percentages of Black students'.

De program 'mechanisms result in students being enrolled In desegregated
Wools?

Table 111-4 contains the racial/ethnic composition of sampled PWT

receiving schools and PWT'students by school level: This table shows thi mean

percent and standard deviation for the enrollment of American Indian,
Asian/Pacific islander, Black, Hispanic, and White students in the PWT

receiving schools and in the PWT population within the schools, At each

level, the mean percentage of White students, and the combined percentage of

PHBAO Atudents fell within the 60-40% range, established by the District as a

desegregated environment. Thus, it can be concluded from this table that, on

the overage, PWT program mechaniims result in students being enrolled inf

desegregated schools. This finding is consistent with that contained in the

interim..report on the !'WT program.

-27-
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Table W -2
Composftian of PWT Programs 1941-82

S Racial k! Croup and Leval

Indian Asian

Elemmisrl, 27 180
0.01 0.05

Junior High 59 615
0.01 0.08

Senior High 50 575
0.01 0.07

Taal 136 10370
0.01 0.07

Eismantery/Total 19.85

Junior Ugh/Total 43.38

Senior High/Total 36.76

Secondary/Total 80.15

13.14

44.89

41.97

86.86

.1
Black Hispanic ihisita Total.

1,933 1,260 57 3,517,
0.55 0.36 0.02 1.00-

.5,673 1,588 108
.

8,043
0.71 0.20 0.01 1.00

.

5,923
,

1,118 55 7,721
0.77 '0.14 0.01 1.00

13,529 3,966 220 19,281
0.70 0.21 0.01 1.00

14.29 31.77 25.91 18.24

41.93 40.04 49.09 41.71

43.78 28.19 25.00 40.04

- .

85.71 68.23 74.09 d1.76
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TO61/0 M-3
Cieti:lan of PWT Program: 1,112-43

By lel/Ethnic Group and Level

%. Indlan`r 5)1 Black Hispanic White Total

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Total

Elehienicwy/Total
.Z4 ,

Junior High/Total (-

Senior High/Total

Secandaryfrotal

59
0.0I

44
0.01

33
0.00

136
0.01

43.38

32.35

24.26

56.62

241
0.05

909
0.10

619
0.08

4769
0:09

13.62

51.38

34.99

86.38

0
2,123
0.46

59646
0.65

5,460
0.74

13,229
0.64

16.0.5

42.68

41.27

83.95

2,064
-0.45

2,056
0.24

1,189
0.16

5,309
0.26

38.88

38.73

22.40

61.12

106
e 0.02

0.01

49
0.01

243
0.01

43.62

36.21

20:16

56.38

4,593
1.00

8,743
1.00

7,350
1.00

20,686
1.00

22.20

42.27

35.53

77.80

4..

PO
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Table III-4
Racial/Ethnic Composition of Sample

Permits With Transportation Receiving Schools and
PWT Students by Level

Racial/Ethnic
Group

Elementary (P445) Junior 1-110 (N45)

Total Schimil PWT Stunts Total School PWT Students

Senior High (N=Il)

Total School PWT Stuthints

American Indian

Asiqn/Pacific
Islander

Black

Hispanic

White

Mean
Percent SD

Mean Mean
Percent $ SD Percent SD Parcent

Mean Mean -
Percent SD

Mean
Percent SD

..34 .45 1.43 1.95 .72 .88 .31 .36 .30 .19 .57 .52

7.63 3.66 4.25 6,23 9.00 5.55 9.74 16\117 .8.10 3.65 10.56 15.10

8.91. 6.00 45.85 39.11. 17.71 10.21 61.61 30.85' 17.23 10.13 6.11 29.01

27.51 12.98 47.95 36.28 22.76 8.91 27.11 21.-60 .18.47 10.66 19.16 17.77.

55.62 11.35 .52 1.49 4e;,78 7.32 1.24 1:93 55.90 9.52 1.60 2.55
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In addition to reviewing tfe sample schools' data, a-school level
analysis of the enrollment of all PWT receiving schools was conducted. A
summary ?f the results of this analysis is presented in Table 111 -S. This
table shows the mean percent and range of White enrollment in all PWT
receiving schools by level. The table also gives -the.fiumber and proportion of
schools falling above, within, and below the 60-40% des gated range.
Overall, 97 of the 137 PWT receiving schools (70%) fell within the 60-40%
range, 31 (22.5%) felfaliove the range and nine (6.5%) fell below this range.
Two of the nine schools fell considerably below the 60:40% range while 15 of
the 31 schools were significantly above the range and had White enrollments in
excess of 70%.

impact el Sdsool Policies and Practices en Student interaction and
irticipetien

This section examines the relationship between school policies and
practices and PWT and resIaent student interactions as well as their effects
on the participation of. PWT students bnd their parents in school activities.
Teachers and administrators at PWT receiving schools prOvided information
regarding their perceptions of these issues. The results are organized and
reported-according to the questions outlined in Chapter, Ii. Where

approprifte, the findings are compared to those reported in 1981-82.
...- Table 111-6 summarizes administrators' reports of school practices

related to student interactions. Administrators were asked how student
interactions were determined at their school in settings outside the
classroom: whether by school-wide policy, discretion of school personnel, or
students. The findings confirm results reported in the interim report. At -

the elementary school level, school-wide policy ten_. to determine student
interactions; whereas at the secondary school level, hese interactions are
left to the discretion of school personnel and to the students themselves.
This finding is consistent with the notion of giving more responsibility for
social interactions to the students as they become older.

Administrator
school personne

school in setti
in section "3"

could positive
qs external to t

111 -6.

an the extent school-wide procedures or
influence integrated student interactions at
classroom. Their responses are summarized

The results are based on 0 five poik scale
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Table II-5
Permits With Transportatkin Ethnic Enrollment

r' of Recehrhtg Schools

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Total

Percent, .WhIte
39% 40 -60% - - IOW

f S f S Total Match

5 .5.7 58 65.9 25 28.4 88 54.8

3 10.3 25 . 86.2 1 3.4 29 48.8

1 4.8- .14 66.7 5 23.8 20
0

-a-560

65.2 -97 70.3 31 22.5 137

off

27.4 - 75.9

23.5 = 72.4

37.0 - 75.6



where "1" = Tittle influence and "5" = great influeme. Again, the findings
are.cOnsistent.with the interim resulti. SeccindPy administrators., on the

overage, felt that. school policies or personnel did have some influence on

students' interactions while primary school administrators felt the influence'

of school-wide procedures or personnel waswas even stronger.
Administrators were asked to ,Identify actions undertaken.at their schooldi

to encourage interaction among PWT and resident 'students in a variety of non-

classroom settings. Five actions were listed, ranging from assignment of

students to activities to restructuring trie physical plant. Section "C" in

Table 111-6 gives the number and proportion of respondents who indicated

taking each action. The action 'reportedly taken by most administrators was to. le
actively recruit students to participate in-organized activities. Eighty

percent of jurior high, 79% of senior high, and 72% of elementary school

:administrators indicated.havimi actively recruiktid PWT students to participate

in' organized school activities. The next most frequently reported activity
was the assignment of students to particular games/activities, however there'

was much variation by school level. This action was taken by nearly three-

fourths of the elementary school administrators, 50% of the junior high, and

slightly more than a quarter of the senior high school administrators. As

students become older, they are less likely to be "assigned" to activities by

schOol personnel.
Inservice training of school personnel .was the third most frequently

reported action. Againi, the response rate varied inversely with the school -
F

level., Forty-one percent of elementary school administrators...reported taking

this action cared to oni-third of junior high and only 21% ot the. senior
. ,

high school level. On the other hand, while the absolute frequencies are

small at all levels, the number of administrators reporting a modification 'of-

school policies to encourage interaction among PWT and resident students,'

increased as the grade level increased. Four times asimany secondary school

administrators reported taking this action than elementary school odminis-
.

trators. 4

In summary, most school administrators recognize the need to be proactive

regarding the interaction of PWT and resident students.' The primary focus of

this action is on the students themselves and less on school personnel or

policies. Although the proportions vary slightly, these trends are consistent

with those contained in the 1981-82 interim report.

-33-
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Table
PWT

Adadnkitcater of
Practices Relative to Oudot," igeractians

fo,

Footers influencing Integrated
student lijitereetions

RecessinUtrition ..

Lunch/cafeteria

Lunch/outside eating area

Lunch/playground

MingOverall rating of wheel :policies

action in ino outside the
and pen% an student inter-

clasereera

Actions taken to enceureope inter-
action among PWT and resident
students etitside of class at

Assignment to particular games/
activities

'Active recruitment for organized
activities

Inservice training of schoo
personnel

Modification of school policies

Restructuring features of physical
setting

Other

Ekenentery Junior High Senior iligh
(N * 110) (IV si 30) (N 119

Mean* SO Mean SD Mean SD .

1.31 MO 2.57 0.84 2.53 0.87

1.44 0.81 0.80 2.53 0.87

1.44 0.81 2.43 0.90 2.53 0.87

1.31 0.70 2.25 0.89 . 2.47' 0.92

4.41 0.71 3.50 1.20 3.47 .0:96

Frequency S Frequency it

13 72.22 IS 50.00

13 72.22 24 80.00

41.44 10 33.33

5.56 4 13.33

5.56 0 0.00

0 0.00 1 3.33

Frequency

5 26.32

15, 78.95

J

21.65,

21.05

0.00..

10.53

* Note: 1= none or almost none, 2
t
=few, 3 = some, 4

f
= many, 5 = all or almost, all



Administrators were asked to Identify activities or services provided at

their school to meet the social and academic needs of PWT students. Eleven

types of services were listed and respondents were asice5i to check all that

were provided at their school. Table 111-7 summarizes administrators'

responses for each service or activity.' The frequency and percent of positive

responses ore given for each item.
." Administrators were asked to indicate whether a needs assessment was

',conducted. Responses varied by school level. Half of the elementary school
administratori, two-thirds at the junior high school level, and nearly three-

fourths at the senior* high school level reported conducting a needs

assessment.
Four items related to academic needs were included. At the secondary

level, activities to meet the academic ,needs of PWT students were a priority,

particularly for senior high school administrators. Guidance and counseling

was indicated by 100% of the senior high school atkriniVtors and, over 90%
s,

percent at the junior high school level. Similarly, tut Jai services were

listed by over 94% at the high school level as compared to 73% of the junior

high school respondents. Curriculum enrichment was noted by over 84% of the

senior high school adninlitrators, while specialized instructional approaches
were indicated by less than 50%. This-relatively low response rate may

reflect a lock of information about this activity.
Academic activities were also reported by a majority of elementary school

administrators. Tutorial services had the, highest response rate of 77.9%

followed by curriculum enrichment with a 72.2%. Over 60% of these

administrators also identified specialized instructional approaches akwell as

guidance and counseling.
In summary, the academic needs of PWT students appear to be a priority

for administrators at all levels, but especially at the senior high school

level, with post administrators indicating having Implemented spec,ific

activities to meet-the needs of PWT students.
Administrators were questioned about the provision of activities directed

at the social adjustment needs of `PWT students: special activities lo promote

intergroup understanding, and acceptance, a buddy system, additional

supervisioh, and special interaction activities. At the elementary school
level, these activities were indicated by fewer administrators than at the
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Table M4
PWT Receishog SAM=

Administrator filepirts of Schtiel Activitlea
far PWT Shodmite

--;

Service or Activity

Elementary
(N

Junior High
319

Senior High
(N I1P)

. .
Frequency S Frequency II Frequency

Vi.116

Needs assessment 9 20 66.67 14 73.68

Special activities to
promote intergroup
understanding and
acceptance 10 55.56 23

4

76.6* 15 78.95

Inclusion in formal
elioluation 6 33.33 16 53.33 8 -42:11

Buddy system 10 55.56 9 30.00 5 26.32

Tutorial services 14 77.79 22 73.33 18 94.74

Curriculum enrichment 13 72.22 17 63.33 16 84.21

Specialized instructional
approaches I I 61.11 13 43.31 10 52.63

Auxiliary transportation 4 22.22 28 9.3.33 18 94.74

Guidance and counseling 61.11 428 93.33 19 100.00

Addrtional supervision 6 33.33. 23 76.67 14 73..68

Special interaction
activities 12 66.67 a 25 83.33 17 89.47

Other 22.22 4 13.33 3 15.79

I
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secondary level. This may indicate a somewhat lower priority given to social

adjustment needs than to academic needs at this level. Nearly twat- thirds of

the elementrninistrators reported special interaction activities and over

half reported special activities to promote intergroup understanding and

acceptance and utilizing a buddy system. Only one-third reported the need for

additional supervision.
Social adjustment needs were more of a 'concern to secondary school

administrators.- Over three-fourths of these respondents indicated instituting

Special activities to promote intergroup understanding and acceptance,

additional supervision, and special interaction activities. The very high

number indicating guidance and counseling activities (100% in senior high and

93% in junior high,schools) may also indicate a concern for the social needs

of PWT students in addition to thOr need for academic advisement or simply

reflect the availability of resources at this level.
Administrators' responses were compared to the reports of a similar

sample of administrators to the same questions last year. Overall, there were

,only slight differences in the responsei of elementary school athninistrators.

On the other hand, secondary school administrators reported a substantial

increase in activities for PWT students. Higher percentage responsei were

indicated on eight of the 11 response categories. The differences were

especially noteworthy for tutorial services, where junior high rates rose from

42% to 73% and senior high school rates increased from 76% to nearly' 9596.

Similarly, curriculum enrichment was indicated by 84% of the senior high

school administrators in 1982-83 as compared to only 52% a year ago. These

trends denote an increasing awareness among secondary school administrators of

the need to provide special academic support for PWT students.

The projected increase in the size of the PWT program in 1981-82 and the

changing perceptions of receiving school teachers toward these students led

the Team to recommend a review of Inservice aylvities for PWT receiving

school teachers, particularly at the secondary lev 1 We further recommended .

that, where necessary, these activities should be revised to include
.4

activities related to the needs of PWT students and rents. Specific topics

were suggested for possible inclusion. Table 111-8 ores is administrators'

ceports of inservice training related to the PKT progranf for staff. The

topics recommended in the 1981-82 interim report provided the frame of
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"'Table WA
Administrator %parts of Training

Inservice for School Staff en the PWT Proven' r

Elemental?

f

PWT Program (objectives,
participants, etc.)

Strategies for promoting
intergroup understanding

7 37

II 61

Methods for diagnosing needs .....

of students from diverse
bpckgrounds II 61

Strategies eting indi-
vidual need of students
from diverse backgrounds 15 83

None 0 0

Other 0 0

Junior High Senior Kali

f 5 f

21 . 70. 16 8

19 63 14 73.7

16 53
1

9 47.14

19 63 12 63

2 6.7 1 5.3

4 13 2 10.5

0

46

4



reference. Over 95% of the respondents reported candutcting some type of

inservice program covering at least one of Lthj recommended topics, and most

indicatedscovering at least three of the four. opics. Strategies for meeting

the individual needs of students from diverse backgrounds and for prom6ting

intergroup understanding were reported by over 60% of administrators at all

levels. A high percentage of junior high (70%) and senior high school (84%)

administrators indicated covering information about the PWT program.

Administrators and teachers were queried regarding activities or services

for staff to better meet the needs of PWT students and to incorporate them

into the regular school program. Seven types of activities were provided as

options with respondents being ab to write in other activities as

appropriate. Tables 111-9 and summarize administrators' and teachers'

reports of these activities, respectively. In general, administrators

indicated more frequently that activities occurred than teachers reported

participating in these activities. This is not too surprising in that some

activities are probably limited to non-teaching personnel. For example,

inservice training for staff was reported by over 70% of administrators at all

levels. Yet, relatively few of the sampled teachers reported-participating in

inservice tining on the needs of PWT students, with responses ranging from a

high of 27 of senior high school teachers to less than 14% of elementary and

13% of juni r high school teachers, respectively.-

. All of the elementary and junior high school administrators reported

visiting successful PWT programs at other schools as compared to only 21% of

senior high school administrators. Very few teachers reported having this

opportunity, none at the elementary level, only one percent at the senior "n

high, and 3.5% at the junior high levels.
Elementary teachers and adrninistators were more likely to correspond With
.

PWT parents than their secondary counterparts. Elementary teachers

reported participating in staff meetings to share successful strategies at

twice the rote of senior high school and three times that of junior high

teachers, respectivily. These trends are similar to,thase found in 1981-82.

It is also interesting. to note that all of the elementary school adminis-

trators reported at least one addiiional activity as compared to only 10% of

junior high and 15.8% of senior high school administrators.

4,
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Table
MKT Receiving Scheele, Atimhdstroter

worts of Staff Activities
II.

Elementary
(Na 18)

.kmior
:11 110/1

Senior High
(N av19)

Frequency % Frequency % Frequency ?ir---

Staff Activities Providedt
S

Inservice training 13 72.22 31 70.00 15
A

78.95

Visi is to successful PWT prOgrams 18 fa' 100.00 30 100.00 4. 21.05

Tour of sending areas 2 , It1.11 8
4r

26.67 7 36.84

Meeting with sending school
faculty 2 11.11 5 16.67 2 -10.53

Language acquisition program 7 38.89 5 16.67 5 2g7
Sample letters to PWT parents 12 66.67 14 46.67 8 42.11

,

Staff meetings to share successful
strategies 10 55.56

_.)
16 53.33 10 52.63

Other 18 100.00 3 10.00 3 15;79

40 48



Table M-10
PWT Receiving Schools:

Teacher Reports of Partkipation in
PWT Related Activities

Elementary ,
(N SW

Junkw 140
(N 143)

r Senior High
(N a 96?

PWT Related Staff Activities Frequency % iFrequency % Frequency %

Inservice training m needs of PWT

Nth,

students 8 .13.79 18 12.59 26 27.03,

Visits to succerfful PWT programs 0.00 5 3.50 l 1.04.
.,--

Tour of sending school areas 3 . 5..17 10 6.99 12 12.50

Meeting with. sending school
faculty \ 1

1.72 4 2.80 2 2.(Xl,

Language acquisition program 6 , 10.35 6 4.20 7 7.29.

Distribution of letters to PWT
parents 42 72.41 46 . 32.17 21 21.88,

Staff meetings 39' 67.24 30 20.98 30 31.25
e

Other 3 5.17 4 2.80 4 4.17,

ti
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Teachers were asked to indicate classroom practices used to meet the
academic and social needs of PWT students. Their responses are reported in
Tabl,e III-1.1. Thirteen different classroom practices were included. These

4
practices were identical to those included In the survey of teachers
and sought to identify practices designed to address students' academic and
social needs. Three of the practices primarily address students' academic
needs: tutorial arrangements, curriculum enrichment, and specialized
instructional approaches. In each of these instances, elementary school
teachers responded at nearly twice the rate of secondary school teachers.

It is of interest to note that elementary teacher responses are similar
to those given by elementary school administrators to a similar set of
questions (see Table III-7). On the other hand, the proportion of secondary
teachers who reported utilizing these closproom practices is significantly
lower than the proportion of secondary administrators' reports of these
activities being employed at their school. For example, only ,19% of junior
high and 33% of senior high school teachers reported utilizing tutorial
arrangements in their classrooms. Yet, 73% of junior high and 95% of senior
high school administrators indicated these services were provided for PWT
students at their school. The discrepancy in response rates mat -ilke due to
several factors. One plausible explanation is that tutoring is more likely to
be "centralized" at the secondary school level with arrangements made by
administrative personnel; or that tutoring is focused on classes not
represented in the teacher sample (mathematics, science, etc.). Similarly, as

compared to administrators' responses, significantly fewer secondary teachers
'reported enriching their curriculum to meet the needs of PWT students.

Several of the 'classroom practices (mixed seating or grouping
arrangements, interactive activities, cooperative workgroups, a buddy system,
and special activities to encourage intergroup understanding and acceptance)
focused on the students' social adjustment in a multicultural environment.
Teacher responses to these items xaried by school level and by item. Two-
thirds or more of all elementary teachers reported utilizing each of the -

practices related to social adjustment, ranging from a low of 67% for the
buddy system to 98% employing mixed grouping and seating arrangements. jn all
cases,-a greater proportion of elementary school teachers reported utilizing
these clVsroorn practices than did secondary teachers. For example, junior



Table IN-11
PWT Reeelvhs, Seismal**

Teacher Reports et Ossiereern Practices
* Used to Meet the Academie and So chd Needs PWT Students

Closereens Practice

Elementary Ander Mb Senior High
SW 143) s'

Frequency Requester S Frequency

Mixed seating
arrangements

Mixed grouping
...... arrangements

Cooperative work
1 groups

Interaction
activities

Curriculum
enrichment

Specialized instruc-
tional approaches. ,

Buddy system

Pprental communication.e
Meetings with parents

Classroom-orientation,
program

Tutorial arrangements

Special activities to
encourage intergroup
understanding and
acceptance A

,-^'

Needs assessment f

()ther .

57 98.28 134 .93.71 84

57 98.28 105 73.43 67

48 82.76 86 60.14 71

56 ,%.56 62 43.36 37

51 87.93 60 41.96 38

41 70.70 52 36.36 38

39 67.24 39 27.27 31

53 91.38 115. 80.42 58

46 79.31 106 74.13 50

36 62.07 56 39.16 37

34 58.62 28 19.58 32

42 72.41, 43 30.07

41 70.70 SS 38.46
1

12.07 .., 6 4.20

37

38

7
,

87.50

69.79

33.96

38.54

39.58

39.58

32.29

60;42

52.08

38.54

33:33

38.5

39.58

7.29



high school teachers' responses to these practices ranged from a low of 27%
for the buddy system to a high of nearly 94% for mixed seating arrangements.

It should be-noted that Many of the differences between levels may
reflect. as much the. 41ffereaces- in-teacbinq- styles-art.-methodologies. bet wien
elemental.), and secondary schools as they do differences in conscious efforts
to hleet the needs of the PWT students. Two areas which do provide some
indication of conscious differences by level are the buddy system and special
activities to encourage intergroup understanding and acceptance. The
proportion of elementary school teachers utilizing these practices was more
than double the proportion of secondary teachers.

Finally, teachers were asked to report on their practices relative to
communicating or meeting with parents of PWT students, Again, the responses
varied by school level, ranging from highs of 91% and 79% for elementary
teachers to lows of 60% and 52% for senior high teachers, respectively. At
each level a greater proportion of teachers reported communicating with
parents as opposed to meeting with them.

Nln-)surnmary, it appears efforts are being made by some teachers to address
the academic and social needs of PWT students, although the overall magnitude
of effort appears to diminish os students get older, Elementary teachers who
have students for the 'entire day appeared more sensitive to meeting the social
and academic needs of PWT students and implemented practices to address these
needs. This pattern is consistent with that found in 1980-81 and 1981-82.

After-School Pert icipotion
In 19180-81, the Team reported that participation of PWT students in

organized after-school activities was limited and recommended that the
District investigate barriers to PWT students' participation and implement 4'

procedures to promote their assimilation into this component of the receiving
school program. The Team was particularly concerned with transportation
arrangements and scheduling of activities since these factors appeared to have
the greatest impact on PWT student involvement in after-school sports, clubs,
and social events, particularly aq the secondary school level. District
administrators noted that specialitransportation arrangements are mode for PWT
students to participate in extracurricular activities. In addition, two-



,

thirds of senior high schocian4 thre fourths of junior high. school 4

administrators, respectively, repot ed scheduling more activities in the
daytime to encourage more PWT student involvement.

i
f

Table III-12-summarizes ad9iinistrators' reports of actions to encourage
after-school participation of P T students in 1982-83. As in the prior years
the focus was on the schedu ng of activities and transportation arrangement.

.. "N

Administrators' responses tithe transportation issue were consistent with

last year. There was a large increase in the percentage of secondary
N

school administrators .(from 66% to 79%) reporting an increase in the
scheduling of acti1Ities and a major' defrease at the elementary level (from
67% to 39%). We suspect that elementary. administrators simply hatfe viewed
this issue as not being a critical problem. (

Efforts to Enhance Parental involvement
IF The 1980-81 study of PWT also indicated that PWT parent involvement in
school activities was considerably less than that for resident parents. In the

following year, elemeniary and secondary. school administrators identified a
variety of methods/for increasing communication with and involvement of PWT

parents. Special communications (flyers, phone calls, mailings) were the most
frequently cited method used to communicate with parents, while parent
meetings at school were the principal means of parental involvement.. None of

the methods cited were viewed as particularly successful in increasing PWT

parental involvement in the school.
Administrators were again asked to identify activities provided to

increase communication with or involvement of PWT parents at their school.

(See Table 111-133 Etght possible activities were provided. With a few

notable exceptions, responses parallel those reported in 1982493 with some

fluctuations probably due to sampling variations. For example, as in the two
previous' studies, special communications and school meetings for parenti were

again identified by most administrators at all levels as the principal means
if communicating with parents. Similarly, a high proportion of secondary
school administrators again reported scheduling special activities at
accessible times to accommodate PWT parents. While on the other hand, in

1981-82 none of the elementary school administrators eported having a
Neighborhood jiome program. This year

-45-

of ele ntary school administrators

p
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'Talk 1 -12 .

PWT Receiving Scheel's- Athrtinistrato Reports of
Aetkots to Encourage biter Participation of PWT Students

Ehenentery. Junior Fish %Mei
(N a (N a 30) (N

w
a 19

Frequency II Frequency F

Activities to Encourage
Participation

Additisnal transportation
arrangements

Daytime scheduling of
activities

Other

II 61.11

38.89

3 f 16.67

28 93.33 19 190.00

23' 76.67 w IS 78.95

8 26.67 3 15.79

Gib

6.54

..s

, -



Tale.
PWT Rocoiving Sehosiss

Administrator Boort al Activities to-
InCreale Camssmicetkm wilts or involvammt at PWT 114arents

Activities

School meetings for parents

Special communications

Comrnuniity liaison

'Accessible scheduling of special
activities

Suf'vey of parents for suggestions

Late afternoon phone service

Sponsorship of parent meetings
in sending area

Neighborhood home program

. Other

Eatery .lunar High Senior High
04 04 3n Ohl 11*

14 77.78 22 73.33 16

16 88.89 23 76.67 16

7 38 .89 11 36.67 8 e

3 16.67

7 . 38.89

7 38.89

Frequency S Frequency. 96 Frequency

1

18

3

5.56

100.00

16.67

21 70.00 1,7

I I 36.67 4

17 56.67 6
.*

7 23.33. 7

2 6.67 3

2 6.67 2

I

IS

84.21

84.21.

42.11

89.47

21.05

31.58

'36.84

15,79

10.53.
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indicated implementing this program. However, there was a major reduction in
the proportion of high schoolpdmini,strators utilizing late ofternimn phone -

service in 1982-83 (32%) as compared to 1980-81 (62%).
College advisors also provided information related to parent participa-

flan. Specifically, they were asked to approximate the percentage of
PWT parents and resident parents who particip to in a variety of counseling
related activities. Their response's are s razed in Table 111-14. Again,
these percentages are approximations mode college advisors based on their
personal experiences. The college advisor sample size was small and there
were large variations in responses. Thus, the results are inconclusive and
tentative at best. However, they are consistent with the perceptions of
teachers and administrators as reported in prior studies of PWT.

Three types of counseling services were listed on the gu tionnaire:
individual counseling, college advisement, and career advi nt. With
respect to individual counseling, college advisors estimated, the average,
that the proportion of resident parents (27.8%) who participated was twice' the
participation rate of PWT parents (13.3%). Four items relate specifically to
college preparation: meetings with college representatives, meetings with the
counselor regarding college entrance exams, classes on college entrance
requirements, and on financial aid. In these cases, the mean proportion of
resident parents who participated was nearly three times the mean proportion
of PWT parents. Finally, the mean proportion of parents who participated in
activities related to career advisement was about the some for PWT as for the
resident parents. We wish to re-emphasize the need for a follow-up study on
PWT parents to better jinderstand the factors influencing their involvement iri
school activities.

Orlantatien for Parente and Students
Given the influx-of-new students into the PWT program in 1981-82, the

Team perceived a need to provide these students and their parents with
informati'on related to the program and to the receiving school. In response
to this need we recommended that students, and parents new to a receiving
school should participate in an orientation program with transportation
provided by the District. Several topics were suggested for inclusion in the
orientation: introduction to school personnel; tour of the school and

56.
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Table 111-14
College Adviser its td Parent Partkipetko

In Counts Ikee Related frativftlis

PtIff Parents S Resident Parents

Individual counseling

Meeting with College Representatives

Meeting with counselor re:
college entrance examinations

Meetings or classes an college
entrance exams

13.3

12.7

8.9

9.8

Meetings on ca eer choices 45.5

Career Day wit guest speakers 90.0

Meetings on fins al aid 10.5

27.8.

34.4

21.7

31.0

50.0

90.0

24.1
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facilities; academic counseling and advising services; extracurricular
activities; activities for parents; transportation arrangenients; school and
program expectations of students and parents. School administrators provided
information an the extent to which these recommendations had been implemented.
Table 111-15 presents administrators' responses to items related to a PWT
orientation program for parents/4nd students at receiving schools. Over 85%
of secondary school administrators reported providing an orientation program
for students and parents as compared to only 4.4% of elementary school
administrators. Of those schools indicating that an orientation was held,
virtually oil said transportation was provided and the topics included those
recommended by the Team and are summarized above.

It is unfortunate that the Team did not solicit information regarding
attendance. All but two schools indicated that the orientation was voluntary
and it would have been useful to know the parental response. Based on past
experience, it may be an assumption that parents and students would not
attend if the orientation was not mandatogy.

Outcomes

This section examines the progress made in reducing the harms associated

with racial isolation as a result of students attending desegregated schools
under the PWT program. More specifically, we examined area in achievement,
attitudes, post-secondary plans and opportunities, and social interactions of
participating students. The interim report on PWT included a summary of
administrators' and teachers' perceptions of PWT students' social and academic
success, an assessment of PWT students' attitudes toward school, a review of
students' prepatation for college and post-secondary plans and expectations,
an analysis of PWT and resident students' social interaction patterns in a

variety of non-classroom school settings, and a summary of students'
performance on District administered achievement tests. Similar information
has been compiled again this year to facilitate an assessment of what changes
Have occurred. We also noted irr the interim rero'rt that many factors (some
beyond the control of the school) infkience students' social and academic
sucftess as well as their attitudes toward school, and thus, it is important to
review these findings within that larger context.
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Table
Pt VI Orientation ler Parents

end Students et Roc. IvIng Schools

Junior High Senior likh
(Ms 18) LH 30) (N 19)

dt
. Frequency Frequency % Frequewy

Orientation program was held 7 .39

Orientation program participation

was mandatory 0.00

was voluntary 7 1.00

Tragsportation was provided by the
District 6

Topics and activities included:

Introduction of school personnel

introduction of school plant and
facilities

'5

7

.71

1.00

Academic pr,gram at school 7 LOC(

Counseling and advising services 3 .43

Extra curricular activities for
students

,
5 .71

Activities for parents 5 .71

Trrsportation arrangements 5 .71

Expectaiions for parents and
students 6 .85

Other . 0 0.00

Orientation program topics mailed in
advance to parents and students .57

Material provided in:

English 7 1.00

Spanish 5 .71

Other 0 0.00

Not Appl!tclifire 0000

26

0

26

23

26

26

26

26

26*

24

24

24

9

22

26

la

0

.87 .16

0.00 2 10.53

1.00 14 .88

15

1.00 16 1.00

1.00 13 .81

1.00 16 1.00

1.00 16 1.00

1.00 15 .94

.92 13 .81

......--792---- 16 1.00

.92 15 .94

.30 3 .19

.85 12 .75

1.00 16 1.00

.54 6 .38

0.00 1 5.26

0.00 0 0.00
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Toochare and Administrafore Porcaptlans of PWT Success
Tables 111-16 and 111-17 sumnarize teachers' and administrators'

perceptions of PWTstudents' success in 1982-8). Teachers and administrators
were asked to compare PWT students to resident students in seven areas. Four
of these areas relate primarily to social adjustment: overall cliissroom
adjustment peer acceptance, social interaction, and participation in
after -s I activities.

T areas provide information of students' academic success. Of these,

one (ac ving academically) is an indication of achievement (grades), while
the othe (improving academically) is a measure of progress (changes in

grades). These areas were rated using a five-point scale where "I" =
considerably less than resident students and "5" = considerably more than

...

resident students. A rating-of "3" indicates t t PWT students are perceivedh
as experiencing about the some level of success s resident students.

Elementary teachers' perceptions of PWT students' social and academic
success appear to have improved slightly from 1981-82. Except for
opportunities to participate in after-school activities (a circumstance

t,

influenced greatly by transportation concerns), PWT students are perceived to
experience about the same social success as resident students and the mean
ratings show improvement in each category. A similar trend is noted in the
two academic categories. While PWT students were rated slightly below
resident students in achieving academically, the mean difference is .

considerably less than reportdd for 1981-82. The lard standard deviations
ailindicate substantive variati reponses to these items.

There was no change in t erception of junior high teachers from
1981-82. PWT studenti are still perceived to experience less social and
academic success than resident students and the mean differences remained
virtually unchanged ineach of the seven areas.

The responses of senior high school teachers also indicated modest
improvement in their perceptions of PWT students' success, particularly in the
academic categories. PWT students are, rated about the same as resident
students in improving acadepically, and slightly below resident students IA
achieving academically. In the latter category, however, the mean difference
was reduced from .47 to .24.

..-
"No

P
-52-
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Table N146
Teacher Aereeptleme of PiMT Sholent

Eta meet
04 a SR

Junkw High
04 a )44) seeraltb

Anis al
Sueenes SD

. I.
Overall classroom adjustment 3.03 -0.46 2.69 0.86 2484 0.56

Peer acceptance 2.90 0.55 2.64 0.68 2.72 0.72

-Social' interaction
w

2.91 0.66 2.56 0.86 2.59
..-

0.83

Participation in after-school
activities 1.67 0.81 2.82 1.21 2.95 0.97

Parental communication 2.63 0.84 2.78 0.90 2.70 0.86

Parental participation in
school activities 1.95 0.81 2.22 0.89 2.30 44188

Achieving academically 2.48 0.75 2.49 0.89 2.76 0.73

improving academically 2.90 0.69 2.72 0.88 3,04 0.78

*On'a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 = considerably less than resident students, 3 = about the
as resident' students, and 5 = considerably more than resident students.



Tebie M-17
PWT Fbcsiving Schwas:

dudnistreter Perceptions of PWT Student Succasi

Arno of
Success

Enter
(Na iN TrJunior High - Senior

(N 1))

Moan , SD /Ann SD
1

Overall school adjustment

Peer acceptance

Achieving academically
(grades)

Participation in student
government and extra-
curricular activities

knprovinq academically
(progress)

-Parental communication

Pdrental participation in

scoot activities

4.1

3.06

2.89

2.61

3.06

3.00

2.83

2.28

aw am

MP OP M. MI

0.54

0.32

0.50 .

13.24

0.69

Oaf

0.75

We ml

4111.

3.07

2.80

4 4.67

3.10

3.13

3.10

2.14

1.20

t.00

0.37

0.48

0:76

0.99

0.63

0.78

0.74

0.42

I
0:26

r,

2.84

2.84

2.37

2.89

2.89

2.79

2..16

3.47

3.26

0.37

0.50

0.60

0.57

0.74

0.63

0.83

0.84

0.81

Course registration

Utilization of college course
advisement

*On a scale of 1 to 5, where I = considerably- less than resident student*, 3 = about
the same as resident students, and 5 = considerably more than resident students.

. .0
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Elementary school administrators perceived PWT students as having about

the same success socially as resident students, and were slightly, less

successful in terms of academic achievement. These ratings are consistent

with those reported in 1981-82. Similarly, secondary administrators perceived

PWT students as having e rienced about the same success as resident students

in overall school adjustynent, participation in student government, and

extracurricular activi(ies, but experienced slightly less success in peer

acceptance. On the other hand, senior high school administrators perceived

PWT students as being less successful academically this year in relation to

resident students, but slightly more successful than resident students in

opportunities to register for courses.

Academic Achievement
Achievement tests administered each year by the District to elementary

and secondary students were used to measure PWT students' achievement. The

Survey of Essential Skills (SES) is used to n4asure achievement of basic

skills in reading, mathematics, and cormosition at the elementary level. The

Com4rehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS-Form S) ,measures the reading and

mathematics achievement of junior high school students. The SHARP, TOPICS,

and WR1TE:SR tests are used to assess minimum competencx in basic skills of

$eniorOhigh school students.
Table 111-18 shows the 1982-83 performance of grades S and 6 PWT

students on the SES. The mean and standard deviations of the raw score

distributions as well as the percent of items answered correctly ore shown for

reading, mathematics and composition, respectively. A comparison of these

scores with those reported in 1981-82 shows improvement in eading,

mathematics and coMpositian f'or grade 5 students, and in reading and

mathematics for grade 6 students. The performance of grade 6 PWT students in

composition remained relatively unchanged since 1981-82.

Table 111-19 compares the achievement of grades 5 and 6 PWT students on

the SES with District averages. The mean percent of correct items is used as

the comparison measure. Grades 5 and 6 PWT students fell below District

averages in reading, mathematics and composition. A comparison of mean

differences in 1981-82 and 1982-83 shows that grades 5 and 6 PWT students were

slightly further below District averages in 1982-83 than in 1981-82, although

their scores improved.

-55-
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Table Wig
Achieveownt Test Rae its. Survey of

PWT
Essential Skills (SES)

Stadosts

ics

Mean
Rew
Score

'Percent tir Prcent
Correct Score Si! Correct

Cempositign

Mean
Row Percent
Score SD Correct

rode 5. 31.90

;rode 6 .37.06

if.98 72.00 39.24 5.91 69.54 32.69 5.32 73.82

2.10 76.82 31.32 3.13 64.64 25.46 1.56 70.18

Table
Cemparhion of PWT SES'Achlevernant

With District Averages

Reeding Mathematics

1%am Correct Percent Correct
PWT . ilstrict PINT District

Comemitien

Percent Correct
MT District

grade 5

trade 6

72.00' 78.0 69.54 72.0

76.2 83.0 . 64.64 70.0

73.82

70.18

79.0

76.6

-56-
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Table 111-20 shows achievement test results of grade 8 students on the

CTBS. The mean raw scores, standard deviations, and. national percentile
rankings of all students in PWT feceiving schools, PWT students, and alt grade
8 students in the District who took the CTBS are cartpared. While the mean

performance of PWT receiving schools was well above the District averages in
reading and mathematics, the scores of PWT` students fell considerably below

the District averages on the CTBS. Further, a comparison of reading and
mathematic% mean scores reported in 1981-82 and 1982-83 indicates that
District overages remained relatively unchanged in reading but improved in
mathematics, while PWT students' means appear to hove declined slightly in
reading and improved in mathematics. PWT students' national percentile rank
declined in both reading and mathematics. Thus, grade 8 PWT students have not
made progress in the areas of reading and mathematics achievement as measured

by their scores on the CTBS.
Table 111-21 gives the performance of grade 12 PWT students on the

SHARP, TOPICS, and .A/IITE:SR tests. The mean percent, of students in the

District who took the tests and passed is shown for PWT students and for all
grade 12 students, for '1982 and 1983. The performance of PWT students

improved in all three areas in 1983 over 1982. The percentage of PINT students

passing the proficiency tests exceeded District averages in 1982 and 1983.

Thus, grade 12 PWT students Made continuous progress in the areas of reading
mathematics, and writing achievement as measured.

Attitudes
The School Attitude Measure (SAM) was used to assess PWT students'

attitudes toward school in five areas: motivation for schooling, academic
self-concept performance-based, academic self-concept reference-based,
students' sense of control over performance, and instructional mastery. As -

was noted in the interim report, the SAM results are extremely difficult to
interpret when mean scores cluster aroural the 50th percentile, or median,

since small differences in mean scores, translate into large differences in
national percentile scores. The reader is again cautioned against over

interpretati9n of small differences in means. The results ore reviewed in an

overall fashion to identify trends.
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Table 01.40
Comprolionaive Tests of auk Skills

(CM: Grade $

X SD

Matliimatics

X SD

:eceivinq Schools
:N15) 58.49* 4.30 50 68.07* 5.81 54

'WT Students 44.28* 7.93 31 - 53.17* 9.55 41

District 51.7 - 42 61.74 . 50

Difference statistically significant (p.e...05)

Table 1 -241
Competency Test. Performance

(Percent Passing)

e- TOPICS SHARP V*07E:SR

IV= Inn I982 1983 19 2 I'M
Mean Mean Moon Moon Mein Mean

Grade 12 PWT

Grade 12
District-wide

96.3 98.4 97.3 99.7 97.2 « 99.8

93.2 k 95.6 94.5. 96.9 94.6 97.0



Table 111.-22 contains the 1982-83 SAM scores for PWT sstudents. These

scores have been compared with 1982-83 results for all students in PWT

receiving schools who took the SAM and with 1981-82 scores for PWT students.

Mean scores, standard deviations, and corresponding national percentile

rankings are provided in each of the five areas for grades 5, 6, 8 and 12.
In spite of the limitations of this measure, some progress may be noted

for PWT students. In 1982-83 grades S and 6 PWT students were at or

above the 50th percentile on the nalional norms in three of the measured

areas. Whereas, in 1981-82, they f ^11 slightly below this level in every area

except in motivation for learning. a ode 6 PWT students' means improved in

all five areas. Similarly, grade 12 P students scored at or above the

rnedia4 percentile rank on each of the f scales, showing improvement over

1981-82 in four of the five areas. By c trust, grade 8 PWT students fell

slightly below the median in all measured areos except in motivation for

schooling. Table 111-23 summarizes the dirt\cti of changes in PWT means from

1981-82 to 1982-83.
Looking at Tables 111-22 and 111-24 one can *wore PWT students' 1982-83

scores on the School Attitude Measure (SAM) wi h the 1982-83 scores of

students in PWT receiving schools, including, PWT students. Grades 5 and 6

PWT students consistently fell below the school means, whereas the trend was

reversed at the secondary level. At the elementary level the trend was

similar to 1981-82. However, at the secondary level, the comparison is more

favorable to PWT students in 1982-83.
In summary, PWT elementary students' attitudes toward school improved

slightly over last year and continued to fall at or near the national median

but below the receiving school means. Grade 12 PWT students showed consistent

improvement over 1982-83, continued to score above the national norms and

" above the PWT receiving school means. Grade 8 PWT students, on the other

hand, tended to foil slightly below the notional norms, showed no improvement

over 1981-82, but continued to fall, slightly above PWT receiving school means.

Thus, attitudes of grades 5, 6, and 12 PWT students showed signs of improving

whereas attitudes of grade 8 students remained unchanged or slightly worse.

1.4
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Table 111-22
PWT Receiving Schools: School Attitude

PWT Students
Performance ff.

Academic' Self-
Motivation Concept Performance

Basedfor Schooling

. Academic Self-
Concept-Reference Sense of Contro

Based Ovei Performance

Grade Level

Elementary
(N=15)

Grade 5

Grade 6

Junior
(N=15)

Grade 8

Senior High
(N=11)

104
Grade 12

SMean D Pp Mean SD M m7 SD. NP Mean ,SD

Instructional
J4astery

Mean SD N

46:46 3.95
fr

47.67. 2.82

51:93**1.87

60.55**2.50

52

58

52

50

39.46***3.71

40.13 3.64

45.67***1.40

55.73 4.17

43

47

49

ti

'65

'
40.31

39.W

45.

4.63

3.02

.1.90

, 3.41

55

'50

49

66

42.9r

44.47

49.07

64.82

3.38
g

/3,80

.2.12

2.52-

47

47

60

43t08***

44.67 **

46.20

57.91

4.50

2.64

2.43

2.07

42

52

58

MEI

* National Percentile
** Difference Statistically Significant ()401)

*4-11 Difference Statistically Significant (3405)
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Table I11-73
A Ceimparison of 1981-82 and 1982-83

SAM Results for PWT Stuthints

Grade Level

Acadendc Self- Academic Self-
. Motivation Concept--Performance Concept-- Reference Sense of Control Instructional

for Schooling Based Rased Over 1Plerfonnance Mastery

Grade 5

Gra

Grade 8 0

Grade 12

41.

+ 0

+ = 1982-83 higher
0 = Same in both years

= 1981-82 higher

70,
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Table 111-24
PWT Receiving Schools: School Attittule Measure (SAM) Performance

Reihkent and PWT Student.

Academic Self- Academic Self-
Motivation Concept-Performance Concept-Reference Sense of Control Instructional

for Schooling Based Based Over Performance Mastery ',

Grade Level Mean SD Wit Mean SD NP Mean SD NP Mean SD NP Mean SD NP

Elementary
(N=15)

Grade 5 47.27 2.66 57 41.27 2.05 57 41.40 , 1.92 62 44.60 1.59 60. 45.47 2.56 57

Gracie 6 47.60 1.92 58 41.33 1.91 57 40.87 2.17 59 45.20 1.82 52 46.33 1.76 64

Junior iligh
(N =15)

(;ratie, 6 49.87 -0.99 40 44.47 C.92 &3 45.67 1.n5 46 .48.73 1.16 46 45.53 1.13 4.1

Senior HO
(u4=11)

Cirade 12 57.64 1.36 36 54.45t 1.51 58 53.91 1.30 66 63.82 1.08 55 57.36 1.03 55

* Natinval Percentile

72 t a
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Past-Sscondery Opportunftles
significant finding of the 1981-82 interim evaluation of PWT was that

grade 12 students aPpeded to be less weft prepared for college than
resident students used on self-reported infametion on college preparatory
courses completed, grades, and test scores. in order to validate this
finding, grade 12 st dents in PWT receiving schools were again asked to "self
report" inforrnati about their acackmic preparation as well as their plans
after .)high school. following highlights are noted from Tab1011-25 which
summarizes their responses. Where appropriate, responses are compared .to

1981-82 (see Table 111-20 on page 65 of the interim repori, 1981-82, for that
year's results).

Achieventent
The proportion of grade 12 PWT students who expected to graduate is

about the same as the proportion of residrt students. The proportions were
higher for both groups in 1982-83 than in 1981-82.

On the average, PWT students took fewer college preparatory courses
than resident students in every subject area except history. Both PWrand
resident students reported completing fewer academic courses, on the average,
in 1982-83 than in 1981-82.

The self-reported grade point average (2.50) of PWT students is
significantly lower than the GPA reported by resident students (2.78). Both

PWT (-.09) land resident students ( -.11) reported lower GPA's, on the average,
in 1982-83 than in 1981 -82.

A higher percentage of PWT students (51%)1 reported taking the SAT
than resident students (46%). Tise.pprcentage of PWT students reportedly
taking the s)k-l* is Considerably higher this year (+8%) than last year while the
percentage of resident students is considerably lower (-10%).

The mean scores of resident students were significantly higher than
the mean scores of PWT stAents on bah SAT-verbal (465 vs. 425) and SAT-
mathematics (541 vs. 485). The mean scores of both groups were considerably
lower than the averages reported in 1982-83.

Al

!These percentages are based on the number of respondents who actually
completed the item rather than the total number of respondents.

bet



Table 10.25'
PINT Recelvhog Schee**

Grade 1 *Wad Iktedomic Preparation end
Post4le" Plans

PWT **gents

Frequency - S Frequency

filh.lane ISO)

'Yes

No

730 96.69 . 3,439 97.28

25. 3.31 96 2.72.

0.00 0 2 0.00
4°.

Not Sure 0

Number taking Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) 281

Eligible to attend UC* 83

Eligible to attend CSUC* 131

51.00 905 46.00

10.31 892 23.99

16.27 1234 33.18

College Preparatory' Courses Mfiln SD Mean SD

Years of 1-6story 1.4e 0.13 1.72

Years of English* 2.32 0.25 2.51 0.28

Years of Mathematics* 1.87 0.23 . 2.11 0.27.

Years ottaboratory Science* 1.47- 0.13 1.68 0.15

Year" of Foreign Language* 1.69' 0.17 1.97 0.1S

Academic Achievement *an
4

1-figh School CPA* . 2.30 11.66 2.78 10.39

SAT Performance Verbal*. 424.90 59.23 465.49 54.33
f A

- Mathematics* 60484. 54.80 .541.19 18.77

.'Notes Estimates of UC and CSUC eligibility are based on students Self-reported
college preparatory subjects, CPA, and SAT scores, and are reported at school
level.

*Differences are statistically sIgnifIcanii,p4.01
k ,
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Ude 6-25 (centleued)
Grade 12 Stedant A ea dela la Pr e p ar a t o n end

Piers

4411490n1

Frequency 11 Frequency 16

pki: Atter High School

.0

Full-time job 49 6.09 251 6.75

Attend a technical school 4 85 10.56 232 6.24

Attend 0,2-year community
college 225 27.95 928 24.95

Attend- a yc campus 60 7.45 482 12.96

Attend`o CSUC campUs 120 /-14.90 610 16.40

Attend another 4-year
public college 37 4.60 137 3.68

Attend a 4-year t

private college 47 5.84 224 6.02

Other 'a2 11.63 356 9.60
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0140111Ity far L and CSUC
Post-secondary opportunities' of students are largely determined by their

academic achievement in high school. The four-year public colleges and
universities in California each hove published freshman admission
requirements. Students self-reported gradt point averages, SAT scores, and
college preparatory courses completed were used to estimate the proportion of
PWT and resident students who were likebi to be eligible to attend the
University of California and the California State University and Colleges,
respectively. These estimates were based on requirements currently- in effect
and do not reflect announced changes scheduled to be implemented in the
future.

A student was assumed to be eligible for UC if the student completed the
minimum number of required academic subjects (called thy A-F requirements )
and: a) had a grade point overage (GPA) greater than or equal to 3.3 (on a. 4-
point scale) or b) had a CPA between 2.78 aid 3.3 and the required minimal SAT
score established by the UC eligibility index /table./

A student was counted eligible for CSUC if the student: a) had a GPA of
at least 3.2, or b) hod a GPA between 2.0 and 3.2 and the required minimal SAT
score established by the CSUC eligibility index table. 2

It is important to point out that these assumptions only °proximate UC
and cSUC admissions requirements. The reader is further cautioned that the
data are student self-reported and determination of eligibility is mare
complex than suggested by these assumptions. However, while the estimated
proportions eligible may not be precise, they are useful for relative
comparisons:

The proportion of resident students (24%) estimated to be eligible to
attend. the University of California was more than double the proportion of PWT
students (10.3%) eligible to attend UC. Similarly, the proportion of resident
students estimated to be eligible to attend the California State University
and Colleges (33.2%) was also double the PWT estimated eligibility rate. The
proportional differences (2:1) were approximately the same in 1981-82.

1 University
2California

of California Admission Booklet, 1982-83
State University and College Admission Application, 1982-83



The proportions of PWT and resident students estimated to be UC and
CSUC eligible in 1982-83 were less than the proportions estimated to be
eligible in 1991-82.

In summary, in comparison to resident students, PWT students appear to
be less well prepared for college as determined by self-reported information
on courses taken, grades earned, and scores achieved on the Scholastic

1---` Aptitude Test (SAT). Further, the differences between the groups remained
relatively unchanged over a two-year period, althougti the achievement of both
groupse' appeared to decline in 1982-83. Finally, the proportions of PWT
students who were UC and CSUC eligible, respectiv y, were approximately half
glthe proportions of resident students. These indin confirm the results
reported in 1981-82.

Post-Sscandory Plans
The percentage of PWT students plarming to continue their education after

high school was about the same as the percen age of resident students with
very little variation in plans noted from 1981 2 to 1982-83. Further, the
plans of PWT and resident students appear to consistent with their
estimated eligibility rates. Approximately 3 of PWT 'students in 1982-83

plan to attend a four-year college or university as compared to approximately
27% who were estimated to be-eligible to attend UC or CSUC.

The post - secondary plans of PWT and resident students in the highest

achieverilent group (0C eligible) are summarized in Table 111-26. Overall, the
plans of UC eligible PWT and resident students are similar. Eighty percent

of UC "eligible PWT students plan to attend a four-year college or university
as compared to 85% of resident students. In 1981-82 these proportions were

approximately 82% and 87%, respectively.

Seeks! intonation
Students in PWT receiving schools )vete observed in a variety of

non-classroom settings to determine the extent to which social interaction was
occurring among ptedominantly Hispanic, Black., Asian, and Other non-Anglo
(PHBAO) students and White students. Observations were conducted during
recess/nutrition, lunch irthe cafeteria and outside eating area, find on the
playground after lunch. .Each setting was characterized according to the

4
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L
Tab,' wa

Past-Secandary Plans of
PWT sad Resident Studelts

190142 and 198243

%.1=.1.

PWT Resk lent Student

196243 1982-83 1962-83 1902-63

P

Job 1.54 2.63 1.24 1.23

Technical School 2.31 2.63 0.69 1.60

Community College- 10.00 7.89 6.04 6;27

UC 43.85 40.79 44.51 44.40,

CSUC 16.15 22.37 21,12 76

Other four-year
public college 6.92 0.00 3.02 .3.94

Four-year private college .15.38 17.11
1

16.90 14.51

Other 3.85 6.58 5.49 5.29



\\\
ethnic make-up of the group, the extent at interaction of White and PHBAO

group interaction, the friendliness of the interaction and the extent to'hich
the social interaction is Influenced by the setting. Table 111-27 summarizes

the findings of these observations for elementary, junior high, and senior

high levels. The mean proportionbf White and PI-13A0 students observed in

\settings at the elementary and junio high levels were roughly even, whereas

at the senior high school level, the mean percentage of, White students

observed in each setting was roughly double the proportion of PHBAO students.

The extent of While and PH-BAO intergroup interaction observed varied

considerably by school level. The highest in on was observed in the

elementary schools and the least in the senio high chools for both White and

131-13A0 students. Interactions at the elementa and junior high school levels were

observed to be somewhat friendly and warm i all settings, whereas they tended to

be mixed to somewhat friendly at the senior h school level.

In summary, elementary and junior high sc ool students were observed to

engage in integrated social interactions in a variety of settings)ond these

interactions tended to be warm and friendly. The findings were similar in 198 -81
a

and 1981-82 at the elementary level. The 1982-83 findings, suggest increased
,

interaction at the junior high level. At the senior high school levell the

observed low level of White and PHBAO interaction indicates significant social

resegregation at this level. The trend of social segregation at the senior

high school level appears to be persisting.

Major Findings
This section contains a summary of the major findings of this study. The

findings are summarized under the categories contained in this chapter:

program mechanisms, school polices and- practices, and outcomes.

Program Mechanisms
The "Choices" 'brochure was used .to inform parents and students in the

District about options available undefr the Voluntary Integration programs.

This brochure contained information bout the various Magnet School programs

as well as the PWT program.

80.
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ill
. , Table W-27

Parodta With. Trimaportation Receiving Utopias
Observatiene`of Social istotection

Credo Lovei
Salting

Percent Mites
in Setting

Poftent PI-1301O.
id Setting

Nun
Eiesnantory Level

.lenfor High Level

Recefas/Nutrition 48.21

Lunch/Cafeteria 53.33

Lunch/Outside Eating Area 49.64

Playground Aft.r hunch 48.93

Mite of PHBAO
intergroup-. ihtergrassis
'Waterman ft, -Intoroction

Friandlinonos
interaction

latimence of
Situation on

?. Social interaction
Mien SD. Man* SD. Mean* SD.. Meanom SD Means,* . SD

17.24 51.79

15.28 46.67

19.60 50.36

16.95 51.07

-4 Recess/Nutrition 46. is

Lunchroom/Cafeteria 50.00

tfunch/Outside. Eating ft, a 46.44 8.73

,* Playground After Lunch 45.933 9.52

Between Periods 49.13. 7.6,7r---

8.75 53.75

50.00

53.56

14.07

51.50

Senior Mgt" Laval ,
-.1.1.

Recess/Nutrition 67.50 20.62. 32.50
4- Lunchroom/Cafeteria 56.25 25.42. 43.75

Lunch/Outside Eating Area 70.71 26.24 29.29.

Playground After Lynch 59.17 23.96 ,351.17 23.54 1.67 0.61, -
Between Periods 70.93 20.25 211,36

1 1 I

17.24 3.60. 1.38 3.57 1.24 4.43 0.79 4.21 ' 0.57.
A.,

15.28 4.33 0.58 4.33 ' '0.58 5.00 0.00 3.83 0.76,
19.60 3.50 1.44 ,3.43 1.51 4.36 0.75 3.86 0.63
16.95 3

C
50 '1.29 3.36 1.31 4.57 0.53 3.93 0.61

7.34 1.19 1.49 3.25 3.31 4.19 0.46 3.88 0.88
4.00 4.00

3.o0 MIL 4111P

8.73 3.19 1.62 3.25 1.41 4.25 0.46 3.94 1.02
9.52 3.00 1.58 3.00 1.44 4.36 0.48 x.86 1.07
6.51 3.06 1.64 3.19 1.4.9 4.19 0.46 3.63 1.03

.

20.62 2.00 0.84 2.08 0.74 . 3.50 .0.32 3.00 0.00
25.62 1.88 0,63 1.88 0.63 3.50 0.41 3.00 0.00
20.24 1.93 0.61- '2.00 0.58 3.36 0.48 0.00- .3.00

,
3 0.52 i.17- 0.41 3.00 0.00

20.61 1.79 0.86 1.71 0.70 3.50 0.41 3.14 0.38
tea z none or al s inane, ox few, 3 tic some, 4.= many, and 5 all or Atimest all** Note: 1 t$ hostile, = distant/cool, 3 a mixed, 4 somewhat friendly/wirm, end 8 seyery triondlytwarmes, Abte, 1 greatly oder, sorriewhit hinder, 3 ze no influence, 4 IF somewhat, age, 5 = greatly encourage.
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2. While the "Choices" brochure represented a significant improvement in
providing information to students' and parents, the reading level 'was too high
and theoorganization of material was somewhat complex for the intended
audience.

3. PWT enrollment increased by nearly 50% from 13,812 students in
1981-82 to 20,686 in 1982-83. Three-quarters of the increase occurred in

.1981-82 and was attributed to the existence of fewer PWT receiving schools
under the '.mandatory busing program in 1980-81. Between 1981-82 and 1982 -83

the, program increased by slightly less thdn 10%.
4. As overall program-growth 'continued at the' elementary and, junior high

school levels and leveled off at the'senior high school level, Hispanic and
Asian students represented a larger proportion Of, the total program enrollment
while the percentage of Black students continued to decline.

While every ethnic group increased in enrollment, the largest ,

two-year gains were registered by Hispanit (169%),\Native American
(127%), and Asian (86%) students, respectively.
Black students still retatned the largest enrollment in the program
(77% to 64%), with virtually no increase between 1981 -82 and
1982-8.1.

The proportion of Hispanic students in the program increased
from only 14% of total. enrVcent in 1980-81 to.26% in 1982-83.
While most of this increase occurred between 1980-81 and 1981-1982,
enrollment grew by one-third in 1982-83 as well, representing
nearly three-fourths of the Iota

a,
enrollment.
Hispanic (72%) and Asian (27%)

I,ezond.year change in PWT

students accounted for virtually all
the program enrollment increase in 1982-83.

5. The PWT program results in over 20,000 predominantly Hispanic, Black,

Asian, and Other non-White 4C1-16A0) students attending desegregated elementary,
junior high, and senior, high schools in LAUSD.

School Policies) and Procne-ail.
6.. Sarnol policies and.practices related to student social interactions

vary bysartevel. That 1s, elementary school's exert more control over
student social interactions than do junior high schools. At the high school
level these,interactions are determined by the individual student.

-71- 2
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7. Most School administrators acknowledged the need to be proactive
regarding the social interaction of .students from different racial/ethnic
groups. They actively recruited PINT and resident students to participate in
organized school activities and felt their actions could have some influence
on student -interactions.

8. The academic needs of PWT students were a high priority for
elementary pnd secondary school administrators while social adjustment needs
were more of a concern of secondary school administrators.

9. Elementary and secondary scboOl administrators conducted inservice
training for school personnel oh the needs of PWT students and parents; yet
reliltively few teachers (between 13% and 27%) reported participating in in-
service training covering these topics.

4.

10. Efforts are being made by. some elementary and secondary teachers to
address the academic and social needs of PWT students in the classroom,
although the overall magnitude appears to diminish as students get older.
Elementary teachers who have students for the entire day were more likely to
address, these concerns.

11. Elementary and secondary school administrators have not found a
successful strategy for increpsing PWT parental inVolvernent in school related
activities. Senior high school counselors, in particular, perceived PWT
parent participation in counseling related activities as significantly lovfec
than parents of resident students.

0012.- In response to a recommendation contained in the 1981-82 interim
evaluation report, over 85% of secondary schools and lott% of elementary schools
provided an orientation program for PWT students. and parents covering a
variety of topics including: introduction to school personnel; 'tour of school
facilities; academic counseling and advising service (secondary only);
extracts:tie:kr activities for parents; transportation arrangements; and
program expectotioni of students and parents.

Outcomes

.13. Elerrmntary teachers and administrators perceivecl-PWT students as,
vim; the some success socially ant slightly less success academically than

resident students. , At the junior high level, PWT students were.perceived to
be less successful both academically and socially than resident student;

4.

% 4.
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while senior high school' administrators and teachers rated PWT students as
less successful academically but equally successful socially in comparison

.

resident students.
14. Grades S and 6 PWT students' perfoAnce improved on the Survey

of Essential Skills (SES). although their scores fell below District. overages
in reading, mathematics, and composition in 1981-82 and 1982 -83.

IS. In comparison to resident students scores in PWT receiving schools,
District averages, and notional norms, grade 8 PWT students have not mode
comparable progress in the areas of reading and mathematics achievement as

.
measured by their scores. on the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS).

16. The peformance of grade 12 PWT students on the District'
.0roficiency tests (TOPICS, SHARP, and WRITE:SR) i

percentage

roved in 1983 over, 1982.

The percentage of PWT students passing all three p ciency tests exceeded
District's overages' the last two years (1982 and 1983).

17. The attitudes toward school. of PWT elementary students improved
slightly and continued to be at about the national median. On the other hand,
grade 8 ?WI students tendecl to fall slightly below the national norms on
the School Attitude Measure (SAM). However, their scores were consistently
higher than the PWT receiving school mean scores. Grade 12 PWT students
showed consistent Improvement in their attitude scores over 1981.82. They

continued to score above the national median and above the PWT receiving
school Means. .

18. In comparison to resident studentsi PWT students were less ...

Prepared for college. On the average they completed fewer college preparatory
courses and had significantly lower grades and SAT verbal and moth scores. As

a result, the proportion of resident students estimated to be eligible to
attend the University of California (UC) and the California State Universities
and Colleges (CSUC) was double the proportion of PWT students estimated to be

eligjble to attend these institutions. . .
-19. The .post- secondary plans of PWT and resident students were

consistent with their academic achievement and there were no signibcant
differences in the plans of PWT and resideht students with similar accede

- .
preparation.
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Recoftriendations
I. A single brochure similar to "Cfriices" should continue to he used to

inform parints and students about options available under the Voluntary
Intggration programs in the District. However, the reading level of these
materials should' be lowered to at least the seventh or eighth grade level and
the organkzation and presentation of material should be simplified. In

addition, a better balance should be achieved between the &pace ,allotted to
PWT and the Magnet programs. Finally, separate applications should. be
included (perhaps backo-back) for -P.WT and 'Magnet programs.

. 2. District staff should insure that 'inservice training is provided for
all PWT receiving school personnel. Topics should include:

Changing size and character of the PWT program: implications for
instructional programs, academic support services, and training
eeds of school' personnel.

coals and expectations for school personnel in meeting the needs of
all students, including PWT students.
Importance of parent iniiIlvernent in a successful program and
strategies for attaining, parent participation.
Effective strategies for meeting the individual academic and social
needs of students from diverse backgrounds and for promoting
'intergroup understanding and acceptance.

a

Significant findings and recomrnendcillions of the PWT evaluation.
3. Special efforts should be madeto involve PWT receiving school

teachers in the plaiinq and implementation of the inservice program.
4. A special study of the factors influencing, the lack of involvement

of parents of PWT students in school activities should be undertaken.
5. An orientation for all new students and their parents should be

conducted at every. PWT receiving school and every-effort made to' maximize the
attendance of PWT students and, their parents. Topics should include:

Introduction to schbol personnel
o Academic program opportunities and gualificatioris to participate

Special academic supp ort services (counseling, advising tutoring,
etc.)
Need and opportunitlei for parent involvement
Academic and social expectations of students



a

Extracurricular activities
a Transportation arrangements

6. Information presented in the orientation session should be provided
in writing to every student and pareiit, but especially to those who were
unable to 'attend the orientation.

7. .A special study should be conducted of the factors effecting the
academic achievement of PWT students. The study should include an assessment
of. course seleciiiis patterns, articulation between-sending and receiving

'schools, Curriculum, PWT students' .....:91ality'of effort" toward school work,
academic expectations of PWT students ans$1 parents, and characteristics of
"successful" PWT students.
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